CHAPTER 7

EXPLORING KEYWORDS

WordSmith has a function that identifies keywords. Keywords are words which are significantly more frequent in one corpus than in another (Hunston 2002: 68). The WordSmith
manual describes keywords as follows:
Keywords are those whose frequency is unusually high in comparison with
some norm. Keywords provide a useful way to characterise a text or a genre.
Keywords usually give a reasonably good clue to what the text is about.
Potential applications include: language teaching, forensic linguistics,
stylistics, content analysis, text retrieval. (our emphasis).
By virtue of its domain-specificity, a keyword is therefore a unigram term, i.e., a term
comprising only one word. Keywords are always established through corpus-evidence.
In this section, we explore the potential of keywords to reduce the gap between the termbases and the corpora, that is, reduce the number of termbase terms that are infrequent in
the corpus, and increase the number of termbase terms that are frequent in the corpus.

7.1 Potential significance and related research
The potential of keywords to indicate domain-specificity is acknowledged in the literature.
McEnery et al describe a keyword as “a word that is more frequent in a text or corpus under
study, the analysis corpus, than it is in some (larger) reference corpus, where the difference
in frequency is statistically significant” (2012: 245). For Baker, keywords are a “measure of
saliency” (2006: 125) of the corpus, of its uniqueness when compared to general language
(p. 147).
Research has also been carried out investigating the potential of keywords for term extraction. Drouin (2003) developed a hybrid term extraction method using keywords and proved
its effectiveness, particularly for identifying domain-specific single-word terms, using a
reference corpus and analysis corpora that are significantly smaller than those used in the
current research. What are called keywords in WordSmith and the current research are
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called domain-specific lexical units by Drouin. Drouin applies a certain frequency threshold
to the keywords, and further restricts them to nouns and adjectives81; the final retained units
which are subsequently used to find MWTs are called specialised lexical pivots (SLP).
Drouin then attempts to apply an SLP restriction to all the words in a retained MWT. This
proves to be overly restrictive, and he concludes by recommending the use of a simple raw
frequency threshold for identifying MWTs from candidates that are extracted based on the
SLP as the search term (or pivot).
Chung (2003) also used the corpus-comparison approach for single-word term extraction,
using an anatomy text as the domain corpus. Anatomy, as it turns out, has a higher proportion of single-word terms than other domains, so this approach if successful could be
very effective in this domain. She concludes that this method is a reasonably simple, valid,
and practical way of identifying (single-word) terms, which is also reliable and easy to
replicate (p. 242). The main weakness, she acknowledges, is that it does not identify
MWTs. This is the challenge that we explore using concordances.
In later research, Drouin et al (2005) refined his previous work, this time comparing two
different approaches: use of the general reference corpus and use of a larger domain
specific corpus, for identifying domain-specific single-word terms based on relative
frequency. They conclude that a balance of the two approaches produces the best results.
Kit and Liu (2008) conducted research in single-word termhood using a similar approach.
Based on the observation that a true term is more peculiar to its own subject field than to a
general domain, they calculate the termhood of mono-term candidates by their rank difference in a domain-specific corpus and a reference corpus (p.211). This is essentially how
WordSmith calculates keywords. For evaluation purposes, they tested and validated the
method using a legal corpus and the BNC as the reference corpus, and they used an existing
dictionary of legal terms as the gold standard against which they compared the output of the
ranked terms. Their experiments achieved a high precision rate. They also discovered that
combining keyword ranking with raw frequency improves the identification of corpus81 Drouin used part-of-speech tagged corpora
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specific terms, compared to using the keyword ranking alone. As future work, Kit and Liu
envision extending the corpus-comparison methodology as applied to mono-word termhood
measurement to facilitate automatic extraction of MWTs, focusing on the role of highlyranked mono-word terms in forming MWTs (p. 222).
Anick proposed the “lexical dispersion hypothesis”: “a word's lexical dispersion -- the
number of different compounds that a word appears in within a given document set -- can
be used as a diagnostic for automatically identifying key concepts of that document set”
(2001: 34). He developed and tested an algorithm for computing lexical dispersion which
was successfully used for the purpose of interactive refinement of search queries. His
approach therefore leveraged keywords to identify domain-specific MWTs.
Bowker and Pearson recommend producing concordances of keywords as a means of
finding multi-word term candidates (2002: 150). This is precisely what we aim to explore.
The difference between the past research and the current approach is that we are not performing automatic term extraction (ATE), but are investigating the potential of keywords as
an aid in human term identification. With today's highly performant search tools and concordancing software, a terminologist can very quickly identify productive MWTs if provided with reliable domain-specific keywords, at least, that is our hypothesis. Given the
availability of such technologies, any productivity-related benefits of automating subsequent stages of the selection process, i.e., those stages that are performed by ATE tools that
leverage keywords, may be minimal, and furthermore, outweighed by reduced precision
and recall compared to human evaluation. Of course, this is purely speculative until an
empirical study is conducted to determine the effectiveness of mining multi-word terms
from keyword-based concordances versus addressing the noise and silence of automatically-extracted term candidates. The current research aims to demonstrate the feasibility
of the former, not to establish its superiority over ATE.
In our study, we are interested in explaining the gap between the company's termbase and
the corresponding corpus. If keywords reveal what the text is about, then quite likely they
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are very significant terms for a termbase. We are interested in keywords as potential terms
themselves (unigrams) and as building blocks for MWTs (bigrams and trigrams). Determining how well keywords are represented in the termbase, and how prominent they are in
the corpus, might help explain the gap between the two.

7.2 Keyword identification
The keyword function in WordSmith calculates a keyness measure by comparing a word
list from the corpus under study (the so-called small word list) to a word list from a
reference corpus (the so-called large word list). The keywords are calculated by comparing
the relative frequency of the same words in the two lists. More specifically, the keyness of a
lexical item is computed82 based on:
•
•
•
•

its frequency in the small word list
the number of running words in the corpus under study
its frequency in the large word list
the number of running words in the reference corpus.

The following screen captures show the difference between a keyword list and a simple
word frequency list, generated from the Symantec corpus:

82 The statistical calculation uses the chi-square test of significance and the Log Likelihood test.
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Figure 24: Keywords vs words
To identify keywords, we first produced a word list for each of the three corpora. We then
obtained a word list for the British National Corpus (BCN) and for the American National
Corpus (ANC)83. The BNC word list contains 512,588 words (types), and the ANC word
list contains 155,329 words, quite a difference in size. Since all three companies in our
study are American-based, it would make most sense to use the ANC word list in our keyword calculation, although we felt that, statistically, regional differences in the two Englishes are unlikely to have a significant impact on the result. Nevertheless, to ensure that the
size of the word list would not impact the results, we decided to compute keywords using
both lists separately and compare the results.
83 These lists are provided with WordSmith as standard reference word lists for the KeyWord function.
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As expected, there was no significant difference in the keywords produced using either the
BNC or the ANC word list. The same keywords were produced in each case, the only difference being an occasional repositioning of a keyword in the list, for instance, in the ANC
output a keyword might appear in position five and in the BNC in position six. There were
few cases of this and the ranking proximity meant that the overall keyword list in the highranking region was identical. For this reason, we show only the results using the ANC
reference word list in the following sections.
When considering keywords it is necessary to use sets that are statistically comparable
between the three companies. For instance, if we decide to study the top ten keywords for
Minitab, how many keywords do we need to study for the other two companies to ensure
comparable results? This factor is determined based on corpus size, using the smallest
corpus as a baseline.

Corpus size
Minitab

Factor

Number of
keywords to study

3,973,265

1

10

SAS

22,136,564

5.57

56

Symantec

19,808,928

5.01

50

Table 59: Normalised sets of keywords for investigation
The following screen capture shows the top keywords for Minitab in WordSmith:
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Figure 25: Minitab keywords
To choose ten keywords for our study, we need to consider the nature of the above candidates and eliminate several that are not suitable. For instance, the top keyword, endoftext, is
a string of text that we had artificially inserted into the corpus as a marker to assist in the
merging of files during the corpus preparation process. The character # is not particularly
interesting as a keyword, nor is Minitab, as the name of the company. The candidates
choose, click, enter, and use are predominantly verbs; we considered verbs in Section 6.6.
At the moment we wish to focus on nouns since they make up the vast majority of terms in
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any termbase. Note also that some of these keywords may have a very general meaning,
such as value and process, and as such may not be productive in forming terminological
compounds, i.e. MWTs having a domain-specific meaning. Note also that many of them
may occur as both nouns and verbs. We will check these possibilities using concordances
and if necessary we may adjust our keyword selection, looking further down the list for
more domain-specific keywords such as distribution (position 21), regression (position 28),
and residuals (position 29).

7.3 Keyword categorisation
WordSmith produces the top 500 keywords based on the keyness calculation. We decided to
look at the keywords in three groups:
1. Top-ranking keywords by keyness
2. Mid- and low-ranking keywords by keyness
3. Keywords that do not occur, or are extremely rare, in the reference corpus
The top-ranking keywords are clearly of interest as these words are estimated to be the
most representative of the corpus, statistically speaking. In the mid- and low- keyness
range, we will find words that occur to a certain degree in both the company corpus and the
reference corpus; the question to answer is if they have the same meaning. If not, we may
observe cases of terminologisation, where a term is created by adding a domain-specific
meaning to an existing (general) word. Keywords that do not occur, or are extremely rare in
the reference corpus, are likely to evoke some distinctiveness relating to the company
corpus. However, they may not occur frequently enough in the company corpus to obtain a
high keyness value.

7.4 Frequency of keywords versus frequency of termbase terms
By virtue of their method of calculation, keywords occur relatively frequently in the corpus.
It was interesting to note, however, how the frequency of keywords compares to the frequency of termbase terms. For this purpose, we reproduce below the table from Section
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6.2.1.2 showing the average normalised frequency of the termbase terms.
Minitab
Number of termbase terms

SAS

Symantec

1,777

4,195

6,441

355,072

2,283,004

2,368,703

199.82

544.22

367.75

Normalisation factor

1.006

0.181

0.202

Average frequency,
normalised

201.01

98.50

74.29

Number of occurrences of the
termbase terms in the corpus
Average frequency of terms

As this table shows, Minitab's termbase is most closely aligned to its corpus, based on the
average occurrence of its terms, followed by SAS and then Symantec. The following table
shows this same information for the keywords:
Minitab
Number of keywords
Number of occurrences of the
keywords in the corpus
Average per keyword
Corpus normalisation factor
Normalised average

SAS

Symantec

10

56

50

156,829

2,570,264

1,869,640

15,682

45,897

37,392

1

0.18

0.2

15,682

8,261

7,478

Table 60: Frequency of keywords in the corpus
The fact that the average occurrence of keywords in Minitab's corpus is approximately
double that of the other two companies is potentially explained by the smaller number of
keywords; the resulting list of keywords favours keywords in the very top range, some of
which are quite general in meaning, as previously noted.
These two tables support our hypothesis that keywords may help to close the gap between
termbases and corpora. On average they occur much more frequently than the termbase
terms. By their keyness measure, the likelihood that they convey domain-specific
meanings, at least for many of their contextual uses, is high. If we can focus on those keywords that are most productive in generating domain-specific MWTs, we will make further
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progress. That task involves identifying the collocates of the keywords. We begin with the
keywords that are under-represented in the termbases.

7.5 Keywords that are under-represented in the termbases
Identifying keywords that are under-represented in the termbase may be useful because we
can examine the concordances of these keywords first. This may lead to the discovery of
keywords that are justified in being under-represented in the termbase because they are not
domain-specific or they are too general in meaning. It may also lead to discovery of keywords that are productive in forming MWTs and therefore should be in the termbase.
To determine whether a keyword is under-represented in the termbase, we calculate the
number of occurrences in the corpus of the termbase terms containing the keyword, and we
compare that number to the number of occurrences of the keyword alone. For instance, for
Minitab, the keyword data occurs 53 times in the termbase in the form of various MWTs
such as frequency data and data point. These 53 terms occur 5,373 times in the corpus.
However, the keyword data occurs 38,525 terms in the corpus. This large difference
suggests that productive MWTs containing data are missing from the termbase. While the
frequency of the keyword, as a unigram, will always be larger than the frequency of any set
of n-grams containing this keyword (in our case, the termbase terms containing the keyword), the larger the gap between the two figures, the more likely that the termbase is
missing frequently-occurring n-grams containing the keyword. Note that in performing this
calculation, if the keyword exists in the termbase as a unigram, it must be removed from the
list of termbase terms before counting their frequencies. Otherwise, the frequency count
will include all n-grams containing the keyword, even MWTs that are not in the termbase.
For instance, plot exists in the Minitab termbase as a unigram as well as in 83 MWTs. It is
necessary to remove plot from the list of termbase terms containing plot in the Minitab
corpus, otherwise MWTs containing plot that are not in the termbase will also be counted.
In the following sections, we perform a case insensitive search of the termbase terms in the
corpus, since, as the keyword itself is in lower case (and it would not be justified to capi205

talise it), using a case sensitive search of the keyword would produce unreliable results.
Because of this, the actual frequencies of the termbase terms in the corpus are slightly
lower than indicated, meaning that the gap between the termbase terms and the keywords
indicated in the following tables is slightly larger than indicated.

7.5.1 Top-ranking keywords
7.5.1.1

Minitab

The ten keywords we chose to examine for Minitab are shown below. In this analysis, we
include 459 terms marked with a constrained usage value in the set of termbase terms that
we use for counting purposes, since these terms are permissible in the corpus even though
their usage may be restricted to certain contexts.
Keyword

Keyword Termbase
frequency terms with
keyword

Frequency
of termbase
terms

Termbase
freq. as %
of keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

data

38,525

53

5,373

13.95

15

28.30

plot

15,339

92

12,232

79.74

34

36.96

value

15,550

47

6,692

43.04

15

34.04

chart

10,123

52

8,365

82.63

12

23.07

model

15,049

30

2,813

18.69

10

33.33

sample

12,694

20

5,912

46.57

2

10.00

design

12,268

60

7,352

59.93

24

40.00

test

14,125

76

7,270

51.47

24

31.58

column

10,603

8

144

1.36

2

25.00

process

12,553

17

1,686

13.43

6

35.29

156,829

455

57,839

average:
41.08

144

average:
29.76

Total

Table 61: Top-ranking keywords for Minitab
Seven keywords (70 percent) of our sample are in the termbase as unigrams: data, plot,
value, sample, design, column and process. Terms based on the keywords data, model,
column, and process, present the largest gaps between the termbase and the corpus (the
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cells with the grey background). These keywords may therefore have greater potential than
others as nodes of important MWTs that are missing from the termbase. Furthermore, some
of the MWTs containing these nodes that are already in the termbase may be infrequent in
the corpus. Running a concordance on these keywords will identify high-frequency terms
that are missing from the termbase, and low-frequency terms that are documented in the
termbase and therefore may be of limited value.
On the other hand, the keywords plot and chart are comparatively well represented in the
termbase and therefore a concordance search on these keywords is less likely to lead to as
many new productive terms. However, note that 37 percent of the terms containing plot are
in the low frequency range, meaning that this set of terms, while it already contains important members, also likely contains a significant amount of redundancy.
The 455 termbase terms containing these keywords constitute 20 percent of the 2,236 terms
in the termbase (1,777 corpus valid plus 459 constrained), but their frequency amounts to
less than 15 percent of the total frequency of all termbase terms in the corpus (401,390).
Further, 32 percent of the termbase terms are infrequent (144/455). These findings suggest
that the keyword-based termbase terms are not optimised, i.e., too many of them are in the
low frequency range, and that a better selection could be made of terms containing data.
7.5.1.2

SAS

The 56 keywords we examined for SAS are shown in the table below. Keywords that evoke
characteristically domain-specific concepts include syntax, metadata, plot and node.
Keyword

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency Termbase
of termbase freq. as %
terms
of keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

data

257,330

204

150,795

58.60

104

50.98

statement

165,489

17

2,848

1.72

6

35.29

option

115,452

15

20,029

17.35

8

53.33

78,923

107

30,752

38.96

45

42.06

variable
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Keyword

value

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency Termbase
of termbase freq. as %
terms
of keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

97,607

47

12,758

13.07

24

51.06

107,959

47

95,533

88.49

18

38.30

page

99,728

23

789

0.79

21

91.30

output

75,564

21

6,914

9.15

7

33.33

procedure

63,804

13

986

1.55

8

61.54

model

72,788

58

8,405

11.55

36

62.07

table

74,384

85

17,148

23.05

56

65.88

syntax

38,808

5
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0.51

3

60.00

server

40,301

69

21,475

53.29

34

49.28

type

54,098

31

5,619

10.39

14

45.16

input

36,051

18

2,750

7.63

8

44.44

function

37,329

32

1,737

4.65

21

65.63

format

30,353

34

3,433

11.31

21

61.76

method

36,775

41

2,753

7.49

32

78.05

metadata

23,112

28

10,926

47.27

15

53.57

parameter

21,673

11

1,057

4.88

6

54.55

view

30,104

20

3,539

11.76

8

40.00

plot

23,603

35

4,744

20.10

23

65.71

log

21,419

14

6,508

30.38

6

42.86

argument

15,040

3

1,538

10.23

1

33.33

attribute

19,335

19

2,534

13.11

10

52.63

analysis

32,009

25

5,366

16.76

15

60.00

box

28,317

12

20,691

73.07

4

33.33

macro

17,490

28

8,685

49.66

12

42.86

node

18,465

23

1,251

6.77

16

69.57

graphics

19,979

17

13,831

69.23

8

47.06

class

33,644

11

3,030

9.01

4

36.36

character

25,672

36

7,856

30.60

22

61.11

dialog

15,571

1

13,460

86.44

0

0.00

graph

17,165

9

994

5.79

4

44.44

matrix

16,834

7

433

2.57

4

57.14

set
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Keyword

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency Termbase
of termbase freq. as %
terms
of keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

error

19,466

17

3,952

20.30

7

41.18

properties

19,619

4

230

1.17

2

50.00

command

19,488

22

2,928

15.02

15

68.18

display

21,344

3

82

0.38

3

100.00

label

16,649

11

1,165

7.00

4

36.36

code

19,510

30

3,892

19.95

22

73.33

catalog

12,355

14

5,132

41.54

7

50.00

chart

15,107

45

4,561

30.19

32

71.11

reference

21,184

18

2,840

13.41

10

55.56

object

19,470

36

4,824

24.78

23

63.89

regression

13,354

9

2,984

22.35

5

55.56

statistics

15,990

2
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1.29

1

50.00

axis

13,255

25

3,037

22.91

12

48.00

entry

16,431

36

6,325

38.49

18

50.00

menu

13,635

10

4,691

34.40

6

60.00

library

18,872

33

7,057

37.39

15

45.45

system

37,912

40

18,906

49.87

27

67.50

viewer

10,603

1

430

4.06

0

0.00

string

13,527

12

4,409

32.59

7

58.33

default

54,596

7

173

0.32

5

71.43

numeric

21,409

8

4,862

22.71

3

37.50

2,275,951

1,550

574,050

average:
22.98

848

average:
52.27

Total

Table 62: Top-ranking keywords for SAS
Eight keywords (14 percent) are in the termbase as unigrams: attribute, box, class, graph,
label, object, program, and viewer. The 1,550 termbase terms containing these keywords
constitute 37 percent of the 4,195 terms in the termbase, and their frequency represents 25
percent of the total frequency of all termbase terms in the corpus (2,283,004, see Section
7.4). This gap (37 versus 25) is proportionally similar to that of Minitab. Further, 55 percent
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of the keyword-based termbase terms are infrequent (848/1,550). These findings suggest
that this set of termbase terms is also under-optimised.
7.5.1.3

Symantec

The 50 keywords we examined for Symantec are shown below. Some are very specific to
Symantec's industry (computer security), such as antivirus, ghost, firewall, and threat.

Keyword

Keyword
frequency

Termbase Frequency Termbase
terms with of
freq. as %
keyword
termbase
of keyword
terms
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

backup

108,484

206

94,950

87.52

123

59.71

security

112,406

226

75,410

67.09

140

61.95

server

82,299

258

44,911

54.57

182

70.54

protection

76,461

158

42,963

56.19

98

62.03

desktop

12,767

23

3,759

29.44

18

78.26

file

49,457

97

10,990

22.22

69

71.13

antivirus

42,973

93

37,220

86.61

66

70.97

software

52,466

73

9,050

17.25

53

72.60

email

42,785

49

4,733

11.06

35

71.43

storage

39,597

94

17,091

43.16

56

59.57

recovery

40,437

77

24,499

60.59

42

54.55

internet

48,035

47

23,318

48.54

30

63.83

computer

48,657

14

1,573

3.23

9

64.28

system

64,745

97

26,697

41.23

63

64.95

support

52,982

39

14,656

27.66

19

48.72

enterprise

33,727

108

19,248

57.07

80

74.07

management

46,603

181

23,273

49.94

128

70.72

data

77,793

89

25,072

32.23

61

68.54

network

38,134

105

11,936

31.30

64

60.95

disk

29,447

90

17,194

58.39

64

71.11

service

46,118

263

27,621

59.89

205

77.95

online

33,527

66

13,425

40.04

37

56.06
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Keyword

Keyword
frequency

Termbase Frequency Termbase
terms with of
freq. as %
keyword
termbase
of keyword
terms
frequency

Termbase
terms in
range A or
absent

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

business

43,034

21

4,080

9.48

12

57.14

media

35,244

43

16,306

46.27

22

51.16

restore

24,804

31

3,616

14.58

18

58.06

remote

24,250

66

11,953

49.29

37

56.06

web

31,115

67

14,854

47.74

49

73.13

access

31,625

56

7,559

23.90

45

80.36

pc

23,143

38

5,151

22.26

28

73.68

installation

22,053

22

1,108

5.02

13

59.09

threat

22,825

35

3,481

15.25

24

68.58

solution

26,683

83

9,289

34.81

57

68.67

download

20,369

13

1,158

5.69

5

38.46

agent

23,388

195

15,598

66.69

160

82.05

virus

24,286

40

7,135

29.38

25

62.50

option

21,354

35

5,674

26.57

20

57.14

partner

21,050

27

8,875

42.16

13

48.15

customer

20,571

8

3,691

17.94

5

62.50

product

27,821

31

7,122

25.60

19

61.29

license

19,370

38

10,460

54.00

24

63.16

subscription

18,455

7

562

3.05

3

42.86

update

18,069

29

3,758

20.80

18

62.07

client

19,894

98

8,458

42.52

79

80.61

ghost

17,801

46

10,147

57.00

27

58.70

application

21,253

60

1,808

8.51

51

85.00

firewall

15,878

42

9,774

61.56

30

71.43

folder

14,253

12

1,085

7.61

8

66.67

device

16,427

49

3,125

19.02

40

81.63

protect

18,662

9

1,789

9.59

7

77.78

program

32,090

46

10,412

32.45

32

69.57

1,835,667

3,700

757,617

average:
35.68

2,513

average:
65.42

Total

Table 63: Top-ranking keywords for Symantec
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Ten keywords (20 percent of our sample) are in the termbase as unigrams: backup, desktop,
download, file, internet, network, online, restore, threat, and virus. The 3,700 termbase
terms containing these keywords constitute 57 percent of the 6,441 terms in the termbase,
and their frequency in the corpus is 34 percent of the total frequency of all termbase terms
in the corpus (2,237,761). The figure of 57 percent suggests that Symantec's termbase
overall is more keyword based than the other two (22 and 37 percent). However, one has to
keep in mind that the Symantec termbase is more heavily laden with product names, and
some of the most frequent keywords, such as antivirus, protection, and server are found in
product names. The difference (57 versus 34) is proportionally similar to that of the other
two companies, also suggesting that a large number of these terms occur infrequently or not
at all. Sixty-eight percent of the keyword-based termbase terms are infrequent (2,513/
3,700). Replacing such under-optimised terms with more productive ones would vastly
improve the correspondence between the corpus and the termbase.
7.5.1.4

Summary

Seventy percent of the high-ranking keywords are present in Minitab's termbase as unigrams, whereas for Symantec and SAS this percentage is much lower: 20 and 14 respectively. If, as we believe, these keywords are highly productive in forming MWTs that occur
frequently in the corpus, having them in the termbase as unigrams would be very beneficial
particularly for the company's translation activities. We will attempt to empirically validate
this assumption later through corpus evidence.
The frequency of the keyword-based termbase terms as a percentage of the frequency of the
corresponding keywords is an indicator of the level of keyword-based correspondence
between the termbase and the corpus; the closer the termbase terms come to the keywords
with respect to corpus frequency, the greater the number of important and frequent terms
based on the keywords in the termbase. In this regard, Minitab performs the best, with the
termbase terms accounting for 42 percent of the keyword occurrences on average, followed
by Symantec with 36 percent and SAS with 23 percent. (As previously noted, Symantec's
higher percentage compared to SAS could be attributed to a bias towards product names.)
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Groups of keyword-based termbase terms that occur the least frequently in the corpus have
been marked in bold. These terms will be subject to further analysis in Section 7.7.1 where
we will identify better collocates by using raw statistics and the Dice relationship measure.

7.5.2 Mid- and low-ranking keywords
Keywords in the mid- and low-ranking area by keyness measure occur in greater proportion
in the company corpus compared to the reference corpus, but the difference is not as great
as for the high-ranking keywords. We are interested in discovering whether there are terms
in this group that are polysemous, having a domain-specific meaning in the company
corpus that differs from the meaning in the reference corpus. In this sense, they may be
valid terms just as high-ranking keywords are, but their lower keyness is explained by
semantic differences between the company corpus and the reference corpus. For instance,
the terms worm and cloud likely have different meanings in Symantec compared to the
reference corpus. Indeed, previous research confirms that borrowing words from the
general lexicon is a frequent method of neologisation in the computing field (Lam Kammei 2001: xi), giving rise to such terms as bookmark, folder, and mouse. In his corpusbased study of computer science texts, Tong Sai-tao observed that words which lie in the
middle frequency range are general vocabulary items which take on a specialised meaning
(1993). We consider several examples of these types of terms in the following sections.
7.5.2.1

Minitab

Keyword

bar
smoothing

Frequency of
the keyword

Termbase terms
with keyword

Frequency of
the termbase
terms

Termbase
frequency as %
of keyword
frequency

1,646

4

926

56.26

576

10

331

57.47

Table 64: Mid- and low-ranking keywords for Minitab
The word smoothing is not present in the termbase as a unigram. The word bar is present,
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marked as a general lexicon word. They are both present in the form of several MWTs,
such as resistant smoothing and bar chart. When we have a higher number of termbase
terms without a corresponding increase in correspondence rate, such as in the case of
smoothing, we may suspect that some of the termbase terms are infrequent, and some
important ones are missing. Later, we will test this assumption through examining the
concordances.
7.5.2.2

SAS

Keyword

Frequency of
the keyword

Termbase terms
with keyword

Frequency of the Termbase
termbase terms frequency as %
of keyword
frequency

cube

6,897

4

1,572

22.79

wizard

7,265

2

878

12.09

bar

9,307

12

4,174

45.85

workspace

4,634

6

546

11.78

filter

6,896

8

87

1.26

block

8,095

20

1,185

14.64

scatter

4,524

2

1,947

43.04

key

9,857

31

2,174

22.06

miner

2,865

0

0

0.00

locale

2,412

2

69

2.86

companion

3,030

0

0

0.00

12,632

Average: 15.94

Total

65,782

Table 65: Mid- and low-ranking keywords for SAS
The keywords miner and companion are not found at all in the termbase, either as unigrams
or in any MWTs. These keywords occur in the corpus almost exclusively as part of product
names: (SAS) Enterprise Miner, (SAS) Text Miner, and SAS Companion, which explains
why they are not in the termbase. (SAS has chosen to exclude most product names from its
termbase, unlike Symantec and HP.) The keywords bar and scatter are only present in the
termbase in MWTs. The remaining keywords are present as unigrams and as nodes in
MWTs.
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7.5.2.3

Symantec

Keyword

Frequency of
the keyword

Termbase terms
with keyword

Frequency of
the termbase
terms

Termbase
frequency as %
of keyword
frequency

worm

7,090

9

905

12.76

cloud

7,860

19

815

10.37

boot

6,285

35

3,173

50.49

wizard

6,168

92

2,801

45.41

cluster

8,490

28

6,448

75.95

portal

5,133

33

1,725

33.61

patch

3,968

13

1,898

47.83

snapshot

2,999

29

878

29.28

spam

10,411

25

1,255

12.05

key

18,801

39

5,645

30.02

Total

77,205

25,543

Average: 34.88

Table 66: Mid- and low-ranking keywords for Symantec
With the exception of cloud, all of these keywords are present in the termbase as unigrams.
When there is a relatively high number of multi-word termbase terms containing the keyword, but this set of terms occurs comparatively infrequently in the corpus, such as for
wizard, one can expect this set of terms to contain infrequently-occurring members. A
concordance confirms this assumption.
7.5.2.4

Summary

Mid- and low-ranking keywords are a source of domain-specific terms that have the same
surface form as a general lexicon word. Out of 27 keywords in our data sets, only two are
not present in the termbases (either as unigrams or in n-grams), and these are associated
with product names (miner and companion), which is a special case. This finding suggests
that terminologists do not have difficulty in identifying domain-specific homographs.
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7.5.3 Keywords that are non-existent or rare in the reference corpus
By sorting the keywords according to frequency in the reference corpus, we can focus on
those that do not occur or are extremely rare in the reference corpus, as shown in the
following screen capture for Minitab.

Figure 26: Minitab keywords that are non-existent or rare in the
reference corpus
While these keywords may not achieve a high rank using the keyness measure, their rarity
in the reference corpus renders them uniquely distinctive in the company corpus. In this
section, we examine some of these keywords.
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7.5.3.1

Minitab

The following keywords do not occur in the reference corpus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dotplot
RQL
AQL
subdialog
LSL
popup
USL
defectives
xbar
subcommand
MTW

The following keywords are extremely rare in the reference corpus:
Keyword

Frequency in
reference corpus

ODBC

1

sixpack

1

appraiser

4

boxplot

2

macro

3

toolbar

5

worksheet

17

repeatability

11

dialog

11

simplex

13

orthogonal

13

factorial

13

scatterplot

20

Table 67: Minitab - Keywords that are rare in the reference corpus
Of these 24 keywords, 19 are present in the termbase. The keywords missing from the
termbase are subdialog, popup, dialog, simplex, and orthogonal. We will examine
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concordances of some of these terms to determine if they are productive as nodes in
forming MWTs.
7.5.3.2

SAS

The following keywords do not occur in the reference corpus:
•
•
•

OLAP
MDDP
datalines

The following keywords are extremely rare in the reference corpus:
Keyword

Frequency in
reference corpus

DBMS

2

toolbar

5

descriptor

6

pointer

10

locale

10

bytes

10

dialog

11

pane

11

widget

11

metadata

12

cursor

12

authentication

12

workspace

13

console

13

Table 68: SAS - Keywords that are rare in the reference corpus
Of these 17 keywords, 11 are in the termbase. The keywords missing from the termbase
are: descriptor, bytes, dialog, pane, console, and datalines. Two of these, dialog and metadata, occur frequently enough in the company corpus to also rank in the top keywords
previously studied. We will examine concordances of some of these keywords to determine
if they are productive as nodes in forming MWTs.
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7.5.3.3

Symantec

The following keywords do not occur in the reference corpus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

antivirus
spyware
netbackup
phishing
malware
antispam
deduplication
adware
reseller
logon
installer
javascript

The following keywords are extremely rare in the reference corpus:

Keyword

Frequency in
reference corpus

virtualization

1

scalable

6

dialog

11

pane

11

downtime

11

authentication

12

console

13

messaging

14

firewall

16

spam

16

hackers

33

trojan

34

Table 69: Symantec - Keywords that are rare in the reference corpus
Of these 24 keywords, 19 are in the termbase. Two of them, antivirus and firewall, occur
frequently enough in the company corpus that they are also among the top-ranked keywords previously studied. The missing keywords are: javascript, virtualization, dialog,
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pane, and messaging. We will examine concordances of some of these keywords to determine if they are productive as nodes in forming MWTs.
7.5.3.4

Summary

Keywords that do not occur or are extremely rare in the reference corpus are highly
domain-specific. Generally, these keywords are fairly well represented in the termbases; in
our data, 75 percent of them have been recorded. This suggests that highly specialised
keywords are not difficult for terminologists to identify.

7.6 Collocate relationship measures
When looking for a word's collocates, we are interested in word associations that evoke a
certain significance. Significance typically refers to relative frequency, i.e. two words occur
more often together than they do alone, or a word occurs more often with one specific word
than with some other word, or simply, that the co-occurrence of the two words is unlikely to
be due to chance. Sinclair (2004: 28) notes the following:
The test of whether two words are significant collocates...
requires 4 pieces of data; the length of the text in which the
words appear, the number of times they both appear in the
text, and the number of times they occur together. (sic84)
WordSmith offers six different statistical formulae to measure the significance of two
collocates, i.e. the strength of their association with each other85.
1. Log Likelihood
2. Z-Score
3. Specific Mutual Information (SMI)
4. Dice Coefficient
5. MI3
6. T-Score
84 Although Sinclair states four, he only lists three here. We suppose that he is counting the second item as
two pieces of data, being applied to two words.
85 These measures are referred to in the literature as association measures, relationship measures, or
significance measures.
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Each method also requires a word list from the studied corpus, which provides the
frequency of each individual word as mentioned by Sinclair.
In this section we briefly describe the six formulae. We then show the resulting collocate
ranking for each formula using the term factorial and the Minitab corpus. Based on this
comparative ranking, we chose the Dice method for our subsequent collocation search.
Calculation formulae are shown in Appendix F.

7.6.1 Log likelihood
Log-likelihood is commonly used to measure the strength of association of collocates.
However, Hoffman et al (2008: 152) claim that it has a bias towards high-frequency
collocates, and Baker notes it places more emphasis on grammatical words (2006: 102).
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Figure 27: Log-likelihood ranking of the term: factorial

We can observe that indeed grammatical words have been ranked highly, such as a, to, and
the, as well as potentially insignificant collocates such as full, main, and also.
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7.6.2 Z-score
Z-score is a well-balanced hybrid measure which nevertheless tends to have a lowfrequency bias (Hoffman). For better results, it should be used with a minimum threshold.

Figure 28: Z-score ranking of the term: factorial
Several highly-unusual collocates have been highly ranked, such as on lines 8, 10, 17 and
19, which confirms the low frequency bias. These are menu paths, where the > character
has not been properly parsed (for instance: STAT > DOE > FACTORIAL > CREATE)
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7.6.3 Specific Mutual Information
Also known as Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), Specific Mutual Information (SMI) is
one of the standard association measures in collocation extraction (Bouma 2009). It was
first adopted for lexicography by Church and Hanks in 1990. SMI compares the probability
of co-occurrence of x and y given their joint distribution and the probability of their cooccurrence given only their individual distributions. Stated more simply, it compares the
probability of observing two words together with the probability of observing each word
independently, based on the frequencies of the words (Biber et al 1998: 266).
Bouma observes that with SMI, infrequent word pairs can receive relatively high scores and
therefore tend to be ranked high. This is explained by the extreme cases where two parts of
a bigram only occur together, i.e. p (x; y) = p (x) = p (y). This observation was confirmed
by our samples, where the concordance with SMI ranked unique but rare collocates highly
(some again are menu paths where the > character has not been correctly parsed), as shown
in the following figure.
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Figure 29: SMI ranking of the term: factorial

7.6.4 Dice Coefficient
The Dice Coefficient is a measure of the similarity between two samples. It tends to favour
collocates that occur with a frequency close to that of the node, and its results are similar to
the Z-score (Hoffmann et al 2008: 157).
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Figure 30: Dice ranking of the term: factorial
These results look promising, and there are fewer unusual collocates resulting from the
menu paths than Z-score (only one in the above sample, on line 12).

7.6.5 MI3
MI3 is a variation of the mutual information formula that is intended to reduce the latter's
strong low-frequency bias. Rather, it tends towards a high frequency bias (Hoffmann et al
2008: 156), and places more emphasis on grammatical words (Baker 2006: 102).
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Figure 31: MI3 ranking of the term: factorial
Indeed, grammatical words have been ranked high, such as a, the, and to, as well as the
potentially insignificant words mentioned earlier (main, full).

7.6.6 T-Score
T-Score is a hybrid measure with results similar to log-likelihood but with a stronger highfrequency bias (Hoffman 2008: 155). It is more suitable for researching how pairs of words
are used differently, rather than as a measure of the strength of association between two
words (Biber et. al 1998: 267). Biber notes that T-scores are not appropriate for compiling a
list of the most important collocates for a single node word (p. 268).
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Figure 32: T-score ranking of the term: factorial
Here, we can notice a number of grammatical and common words ranking highly, such as
a, the, to, and and.

7.6.7 Comparison and selection
The following table summarises our assessment of relationship measures.
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Measure

Pros

Cons

Comment

Observation from trials

SMI

Standard
measure

Ranks rare but unique
collocates high

Not suitable because of
extremely rare collocates
involving non-terms (menu
paths)

DICE

Favours collocates
Similar to Zclose to the frequency score
of the node

Good results

MI3

High frequency bias
More grammatical
words

Used by Daille

Does contain some
grammatical words
A few extremely rare
collocates involving nonterms (menu paths)

Z-Score

Hybrid,
well
balanced

Low frequency bias

Use with a
minimum
frequency
threshold

T-Score

Hybrid

More suitable for
comparing pairs of
words

Similar to LL but Very close to prewith stronger
calculation (raw frequency)
high frequency ranking
bias

LogLikelihood

Standard
measure

High frequency bias
More grammatical
words

Does contain some
grammatical words

Table 70: Comparison of collocate relationship measures
Measures with a high frequency bias favour grammatical words, and measures with a low
frequency bias favour accidental anomalies such as file paths. The Dice and Z-Score
measures emerge as most suitable for our purposes, both effectively filtering out grammatical words. But the Dice measure eliminates more of the rare anomalies than Z-Score. This
improved performance seems to reflect Hoffman's observation that it favours collocates that
occur with a frequency close to that of the node. This behaviour may be ideal for our purposes; since keywords are domain-specific unigrams, and we are interested in discovering
MWTs of similar status with respect to both domain-specificity and frequency, it would
seem that MWTs whose frequency approaches that of the keyword would be most relevant.
Relying on visual observations of the ranking of one keyword in one corpus, as well as
advice from scholars, our evaluation of the six relationship measures is more anecdotal than
empirical. This is sufficient given our aim, which is to explore, later, whether or not a
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relationship measure can lead to the discovery of additional terms beyond those identified
with raw frequencies alone. Possibly all of the six relationship measures can achieve this to
some degree, but our analysis suggests that Dice would perform the best in this regard.
Based on the previous analysis, we have chosen the Dice measure for identifying collocates
of keywords in the subsequent sections.

7.7 Concordances and collocations
A collocation is the occurrence of two or more words within a space of each other in a text
(Sinclair 1991: 170). The lexical units in a collocation are called collocates. When a collocation expresses a delimitable concept, it could be a MWT. For instance, as we will show
later, the words exponential, and smoothing occur frequently together forming the term
exponential smoothing, and numeric qualifiers such as single and double occur frequently
with this term, to form double exponential smoothing, and so forth. However, when a
collocation expresses a multi-concept phrase, such as boot and computer as in “boot the
computer,” according to terminology theory it is not one term but several, since in this case
the verb expresses one concept and the noun another. Typically, sequences comprising a
verb and a noun are phrases, and often sequences involving prepositions and other function
words are as well. Nevertheless, we have observed some such phrase constructions in the
four termbases in this study, suggesting that there is sometimes a need to record certain
phrasal collocations in termbases designed to support production-oriented requirements.
In this section we will examine collocates of some of the more prominent keywords
identified in previous sections. We achieve this by concordances of the keyword in WordSmith. A concordance is a collection of occurrences of a word, each in its own textual
environment, where the keyword plays the role of the node, and the words we find in its
environment are the collocates, to adopt the terminology used by Sinclair (1991: 32, 115,
175). We now look at concordances of some of the keywords presented in Section 7.5 that
are under-represented in the termbases. We also apply the Dice relationship measure to
identify collocates that, with the keyword, potentially form a MWT.
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7.7.1 Top-ranking keywords
7.7.1.1

Minitab

Keyword Keyword Termbase Frequency Termbase
Termbase
frequency terms with of termbase freq. as % of terms in
keyword
terms
keyword
range A or
frequency
absent
data

38,525

53

5,373

13.95

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent

15

28.30

Five of the 53 termbase terms containing data do not occur in the corpus, and ten occur in
the low frequency range A (10 times or less, see Section 6.2.1.3). Using the Patterns and
Collocates functions in WordSmith, we identified the following terms that are missing from
the termbase and that are potentially significant because of their frequency.

Term

Frequency

data set

2,013

sample data

1,018

data description

672

response data

477

data collection
example data
Total

1,123
232
5,535

Table 71: MWTs from the Minitab corpus containing the node term: data
The total occurrences of these six terms in the corpus exceeds the total occurrences of all 53
terms containing data that are currently in the termbase. The Dice relationship measure
produces interesting results shown in the following figure.
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Figure 33: Dice-ranked collocates of the term: data
The Dice ranking confirms the salience of most of the MWTs we previously identified
through raw frequencies. However, it also enables us to identify additional terms that are
missing from the termbase, such as data folder (570), and random data (227). The former
occurs more often than the most frequent termbase term (526), and the latter occurs more
often than 83 percent of the termbase terms. Investigating collocates in the L2 or R2
position helps to identify frequently-occurring trigrams. The keyword variable for instance,
which occurs 646 times in R2 position, often occurs as data set variable.
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Keyword

model

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

15,049

Frequency of Termbase freq. as % of termbase
termbase
% of keyword
terms in Range A
terms
frequency
or absent
30

2,813

19

33

Three of the 30 termbase terms containing model do not occur in the corpus (one has a
potentially unnecessary pre-modifier: special quartic model), and seven occur in the low
frequency range A (ten times or less). The 30 termbase terms occur 2,813 times in the
corpus. The following MWTs containing model are missing from the termbase.
Term

Frequency

regression model

810

quadratic model

154

response surface model

65

Total

1,029

Table 72: MWTs from the Minitab corpus containing the node term: model
By adding three terms, we have increased the correspondence of the termbase terms to the
corpus by 36 percent.
We are not able to close the frequency gap for model further by discovering additional
MWTs because the term model occurs frequently on its own; over 7,000 occurrences of
model are preceded by an article, pronoun, simple adjective or other function word, such as
the model, one model, your model, a model, any model, new model, and best model.
The Dice relationship measure enables us to confirm the salience of some of the terms
identified earlier through raw statistics: regression model ranks second and quadratic
model ranks twenty-fourth. However, it also serves to identify several additional terms,
such as residuals model (141), and stored model (138).

Keyword

column

Keyword
frequency
10,603

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of Termbase freq. as % of termbase
termbase
% of keyword
terms in Range A
terms
frequency
or absent
8

144

1.36

25.00
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Two of the eight termbase terms containing column occur in the low frequency range A (10
times or less). The termbase terms occur only 144 times in the corpus. The following
frequently-occurring MWTs containing column are missing from the termbase.
Term

Frequency

storage column

134

numeric column

137

response column

119

worksheet column

99

variable column

43

label column

20

grouping column

78

factor column

70

data column

121

censoring column

103

column data

52

column delimiter

19

column variable

32
Total

954

Table 73: MWTs from the Minitab corpus containing the node term: column
With these 13 new terms, the frequency of the termbase terms containing column in the
corpus would increase from 144 to 954. The Dice relationship ranking of column once
again confirms the salience of the terms previously identified.
Keyword

process

Keyword Termbase
frequency terms with
keyword
12,553

Frequency of Termbase freq. as % of termbase
termbase
% of keyword
terms in Range A
terms
frequency
or absent
17

1,686

13.43

35.29

One of the 17 termbase terms that contain process does not occur at all in the corpus, and
five others occur in the low frequency range A (ten times or less). The total number of
occurrences of the termbase terms containing process is 1,686. The following frequentlyoccurring MWTs containing process are missing from the termbase.
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Term

Frequency

mixture process variable

51

process spread

210

process mean

653

process standard deviation

104

manufacturing process

111

process capability

469

process tolerance

94
Total

1,692

Table 74: MWTs from the Minitab corpus containing the node term: process
By adding these seven terms, we have doubled the correspondence of the termbase terms to
the corpus. The Dice relationship ranking also identifies these terms, plus additional ones:
process variation (644), process stability (74) and process parameter (100).

Keyword

Keyword
frequency

plot

Termbase
terms with
keyword

15,339

Frequency of Termbase freq. as % of termbase
termbase
% of keyword
terms in Range A
terms
frequency
or absent

92

12,232

79.74

36.96

The keyword plot is relatively well represented in the termbase, as reflected by the figure of
nearly 80 percent. Of the 92 termbase terms containing plot, 21 do not occur, and 13 occur
in the low frequency range A (ten times or less). The percentage of infrequent termbase
terms can be reduced by checking concordances and making adjustments, such as by
adding capability plot, which occurs 69 times, to complement binomial capability plot,
which is a new term not yet reflected in the corpus. The following terms are missing from
the termbase.
Term

Frequency

surface plot

495 86

split-plot (adj)

155 87

plot point

162
Total

1,075

Table 75: MWTs from the Minitab corpus containing the node term: plot
86 Occurrences without 3D as pre-modifier
87 Occurrences without design
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As stated earlier, we did not expect to find many productive MWTs containing plot that are
missing from the termbase, due to the relatively high frequency rate of the termbase terms
compared to all terms containing plot (80 percent). In fact, virtually all the types of plot
found in the corpus are also documented in the termbase.
7.7.1.2

SAS

Keyword

statement

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of
termbase
terms

165,489

17

Termbase
freq. as % of
keyword
frequency

2,848

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent
2

35

Six of the 17 termbase terms containing statement occur in the low frequency range A (58
occurrences or less). The total occurrences of the termbase terms is 2,848. The following
frequently occurring terms containing statement are missing from the termbase.
Term

Frequency

model statement

5,146

output statement

3,381

class statement

3,210

weight statement

3,161

test statement

1,822

input statement

1,755

plot statement

1,413

statement details

5,402

Total

25,290

Table 76: MWTs from the SAS corpus containing the node term: statement
Many are written in upper case in the corpus, such as MODEL statement. By adding just
eight terms, the correspondence between the termbase and the corpus has increased nearly
nine fold. Counted individually, each of these terms occurs more often than the complete
set of existing termbase terms containing statement. The collocations indicate that one of
the termbase terms, statement label, is in the wrong order; it should be label statement.
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The Dice ranking is similar. Six of the above eight terms rank in the top 25 collocates, the
exceptions are plot statement (33) and test statement (55), which still rank fairly high.
However, additional terms are revealed: slice statement (1,066), strata statement (1,052),
and forecast statement (740), among others. Although of lower frequency, several others
appear interesting, such as statement spline (113) and statement lag (113).

Keyword

page

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

99,728

Frequency of
termbase
terms

23

Termbase
freq. as % of
keyword
frequency

789

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent
1

91

Two of the 23 termbase terms containing page do not occur in the corpus, and the remaining occur in the low frequency range A except page size (413) and page view (72). In this
case, we are curious to discover whether the keyword page refers to its primary meaning
(i.e. pages in a document), or to another concept. The most frequent collocates indicate the
former, such as next page, previous page, and last page. Due to their general meaning,
these do not need to be in a termbase, and they account for a large portion of the gap between the termbase and the corpus. Other frequent terms, such as welcome page and home
page, may need to be included in a termbase because they refer to types of Web pages, they
appear on user interfaces, and therefore need to be translated consistently. However, there
are some domain-specific uses, such as the following, none of which are in the termbase.

Term

Frequency

code page

103

page layout

130

buffer page

77

page template

249

page break

99

page overlay

106
Total

764

Table 77: MWTs from the SAS corpus containing the node term: page
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By adding only six terms, all of which are domain-specific, we have nearly doubled the
correspondence between the termbase and the corpus. In this case, the Dice ranking did not
offer any additional suggestions.

Keyword

procedure

Keyword Termbase
frequency terms with
keyword

63,804

Frequency of
termbase
terms

13

Termbase
freq. as % of
keyword
frequency

986

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent
2

62

Two of the 13 termbase terms containing procedure do not occur in the corpus, and six
occur in the low frequency range A (up to 58 occurrences). Two evoke redundancy; the
termbase contains both catalogued procedure (59) and SAS catalogued procedure (32).
Only two occur frequently, SAS procedure (564) and procedure output file (136), although
it could be argued that both these terms are ill-formed; the former would be more repurposable as simply procedure, and the latter should be procedure output since this bigram
occurs 1,698 times alone and in combination with other headwords. We found the following
frequent terms in the corpus that are missing in the termbase.
Term

Frequency

syntax procedure

2,072

model procedure

926

capability procedure

625

procedure output
procedure code

1,698
185

Total

5,506

Table 78: MWTs from the SAS corpus containing the node term: procedure
By adding five terms, we have increased the termbase/corpus correspondence more than
five-fold. All the newly proposed collocates rank in the top 30 according to the Dice coefficient, except code which appears in position 150. However, Dice identifies additional
terms: sort procedure (624), access procedure (803), print procedure (434), univariate
procedure (524), mixed procedure (536) and logistic procedure (397), among others, many
occuring more frequently than all the terms currently in the termbase. If we removed the
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two nonextant termbase terms, added the five shown in the previous table, and replaced the
six existing low-frequency termbase terms with the six identified through Dice, the number
of occurrences would increase from the current 986 to 9,671, a near ten-fold improvement.

Keyword

Keyword
frequency

syntax

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of
termbase
terms

38,808

5

Termbase
freq. as % of
keyword
frequency

197

% of
termbase
terms in
Range A or
absent
1

75

All the termbase terms containing syntax occur in the low frequency range A except one:
syntax error (116). The following terms, frequent in the corpus, are not in the termbase.
Term

Frequency

syntax description

2,426

syntax procedure

2,072

syntax arguments

596

Total

5,094

Table 79: MWTs from the SAS corpus containing the node term: syntax
By adding only these three terms, we have increased the correspondence between the termbase and the corpus 25 fold. All three of these collocates rank in the top 15 by the Dice
measure. But Dice gives us more: syntax details (4,000), example syntax (1,463), syntax
RC (224) and command syntax (141) are worth mentioning. Further investigation reveals
that RC stands for return code. All of these seven newly-identified terms are much more
frequent than the terms currently in the termbase.
7.7.1.3

Keyword

computer

Symantec

Keyword
frequency

48,657

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of Termbase
% of
termbase
freq. as % of termbase
terms
keyword
terms in
frequency
Range A or
absent
14

1,573

3

64
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Two of the 14 termbase terms that contain computer do not occur in the corpus, and seven
occur in the low frequency range A (up to 52 occurrences). The only frequent terms are
client computer (639), host computer (350), and computer system (313). The following
frequently-occurring terms are not in the termbase:

Term

Frequency

compromised computer

1,063

remote computer

1,935

commercial computer software

322

infected computer

709

bot-infected computer

227

desktop computer

402

source computer

251

destination computer

341

target computer

319

computer security

341

computer disaster

278
Total

6,188

Table 80: MWTs from the Symantec corpus containing the node term: computer
Terms such as compromised computer, infected computer, bot-infected computer, computer
security and computer disaster are clearly specific to Symantec's business sector. By adding
these 11 terms, we have increased the correspondence between the termbase and the corpus
four-fold. Using the Dice relationship measure to calculate salient collocates produces the
very interesting results shown in the following figure.
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Figure 34: Dice-ranked collocates of the term: computer
Here we can easily identify not only frequent collocates forming MWTs, such as remote
computer and compromised computer, but also potentially interesting verbs, such as restart,
boot, and scan, which occur hundreds or thousands of times.
The most frequent termbase term (client computer, 639) ranks in 21st position in the Dice
calculation. In the L1 position, compromised computer and remote computer are much
stronger collocations, yet neither are in the termbase. If we take the top 14 collocates
according to Dice, focusing for the moment on bigrams, we obtain the following terms:
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Term

Frequency

1

remote computer

1,209

2

computer software

440

3

server computer

199

4

compromised computer

986

5

infected computer

338

6

client computer

639

7

computer virus

166

8

computer security

336

9

desktop computer

238

10

host computer

350

11

commercial computer

355

12

destination computer

231

13

computer system

317

14

computer users

240
Total

6,044

Table 81: MWTs from the Symantec corpus containing computer, ranked by Dice
The frequency of these terms is nearly four times that of the 14 existing termbase terms
(1,573). In addition, interesting collocates in the Dice list, such as ghost, can be searched to
find other domain-specific terms, in this case ghost server computer, which occurs 120
times. Checking the concordances directly as well as via the Clusters function allows us to
determine that occasionally bigrams join together to form a trigram, for instance, computer
software and commercial computer actually form commercial computer software (322).

Keyword

subscription

Keyword
frequency

18,455

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of Termbase
% of
termbase
freq. as % of termbase
terms
keyword
terms in
frequency
Range A or
absent
7

562

3

43

Two of the seven termbase terms that contain subscription do not occur in the corpus, and
two occur in the low frequency range A (up to 52 times). The only frequent terms are Norton subscription (140 occurrences), paid subscription (83), and Symantec subscription
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(241). The following frequently-occurring terms are not in the termbase:
Term

Frequency

subscription renewal

1,173

service period subscription

343

subscription term

880

subscription service

923

subscription key

819

subscription period

759

academic subscription

175

trial subscription

114

subscription troubleshooter

47

subscription clock

48
Total

5,172

Table 82: MWTs from the Symantec corpus containing the node term: subscription
Note that subscription service is in the termbase, but only in the four-gram term virus
definition subscription service, which does not occur in the corpus. This is clearly a case of
a boundary-setting problem where two terms are recorded as one, i.e. virus definition
(which occurs 1,233 times) and subscription service. Perhaps the notion of a virus definition subscription service exists in the company, or existed at one time. Whatever the case, it
is not present in the corpus under study. In cases like this, the terminologist may have to
conduct further research and consult subject-matter experts. Regardless of the decision with
respect to this four-gram, the two bi-grams are frequent on their own and in combination
with other collocates, and so they should be included in the termbase.
The Dice ranking gives us the following additional terms: product subscription (804),
subscription server (159), and subscription price (139). As we did for many of the terms in
this study, concordances of the terms subscription troubleshooter and subscription clock
were examined directly to confirm that they are valid terms, since they appeared slightly
unique and occurred less frequently than many of the other terms.
This was due to a product error whereby the subscription
clock was not deducting time from user's subscriptions
if those systems entered "hibernate" or "stand by" mode.
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The issue at hand is that products subscription clock is
displaying an inaccurate amount of time remaining.
Please make use of our subscription troubleshooter to
order your Virus Update Subscription.
The Symantec Subscription Troubleshooter is an automated
tool designed to help you find the documents that you
need.
Keyword

installation

Keyword
frequency

Termbase
terms with
keyword

22,053

Frequency of Termbase
% of
termbase
freq. as % of termbase
terms
keyword
terms in
frequency
Range A or
absent
22

1,108

5

59

Seven of the 22 termbase terms that contain installation do not occur in the corpus, and six
occur in the low frequency range A (up to 52 times). The only frequent terms are Installation Wizard (299), installation package (164), and four others that occur between 100 to
140 times. The following frequently-occurring terms are not in the termbase:
Term

Frequency

initial installation

1,988

product installation

722

software installation

294

installation CD

621

installation file

740

installation program

294

remote installation

222

server installation

171

client installation

178

installation process

379
Total

5,609

Table 83: MWTs from the Symantec corpus containing the node term: installation
The Dice ranking identifies additional terms: Backup Exec installation (343), ghost installation (64), and expert installation service (138). Examining the concordances directly
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reveals frequent domain-specific pre-modifiers: problem-free, failed, successful, fresh,
scripted, and silent, among others. It is possible to find groups of terms that may be synonyms or near synonyms and therefore possibly subject to prescription within the company,
such as problem-free and successful among the pre-modifiers just mentioned, as well as
bad software installation, failed software installation, and improper software installation.
Sometimes the contextual environment points out synonyms, as in the following excerpt,
“silent mode installation, also known as command line installation.” It is also easy to spot
less frequent but noteworthy terms such as installation footprint (32), installation path
(108) and installation script (90). Terms that are frequently found as titles of topics, such as
installation instructions (138) and installation guide (143), might need to be documented in
the termbase to ensure consistent translations. Such contextual environments can be discovered in the concordances. Finally, the formulation initial installation and activation,
slightly unusual in that it contains the conjunction and, occurred a surprising 754 times.

Keyword

download

Keyword
frequency

20,369

Termbase
terms with
keyword

Frequency of Termbase
% of
termbase
freq. as % of termbase
terms
keyword
terms in
frequency
Range A or
absent
13

1,158

6

36

One of the 13 termbase terms that contain download does not occur at all in the corpus, and
four occur in the low frequency range A (up to 52 times). The only frequent terms are
Download Insight (420), Download Manager (168), and Norton Download Insight (166),
the latter seeming somewhat redundant given the first. Indeed, five of the terms start with
Norton, and four of these already exist in the termbase without it, such as Download
Intelligence (38) and Norton Download Intelligence (occurring only once). It appears that
ten of the terms are proper names, as they are capitalised. The non-capitalised terms are
download service (95), drive-by download (62) and internet download (27). The following
frequently-occurring terms are not in the termbase:
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Term

Frequency

download process

174

download button

128

download link

72

product download

195

agent download

114

framework download

97

software download

245

dangerous download

229
Total

1,254

Table 84: MWTs from the Symantec corpus containing the node term: download
The unigram download is frequently used as a noun (“the download”) and as a verb (“to
download,” “please download,” etc.), which accounts for its high frequency as a keyword.
Both a noun and a verb entry for the unigram are available in the termbase.
The Dice measure identifies the following additional terms: download file (378), download
folder (50), download dialog (53) and file download (234). The concordances of download
dialog and file download enables us to observe that the longer term file download dialog
box occurs 33 times, which is fairly frequent for a term of this length. Similarly, a concordance of download service enables us to observe that Extended Download Service occurs
82 times. Checking the concordances directly allows us to identify some additional terms
that, although less frequent, are of potential interest. For instance, the difference between
trialware download (61) and trial download (27) could be investigated and clarified.
In total these additional terms occur 2,175 times, which is nearly a 90 percent increase over
the existing termbase terms. By including in this set several of the more frequent existing
termbase terms, we could triple the frequency to nearly 3,000.
7.7.1.4

Summary

When the occurrence of termbase terms containing a top-ranking keyword is low compared
to the occurrence of the keyword alone, some very important MWTs are missing from the
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termbase. These MWTs can be easily identified using a concordancing software. Application of the Dice relationship measure will identify additional important MWTs that would
otherwise be overlooked by using the raw frequencies alone. We have shown that this
methodology can significantly increase the correspondence of the termbase to the corpus.

7.7.2 Mid- and low-ranking keywords
As discussed earlier, among the mid- and low-ranking keywords, one finds words that exist
both in the company corpus and the reference corpus; often the term in the company corpus
has assumed a domain-specific meaning. We are interested in determining whether these
types of polysemic keywords are sufficiently represented in commercial termbases and
whether they are productive in forming MWTs of significant frequency. For this purpose
we will examine concordances of some keywords. Our selections focus on three types:
1. keywords forming few termbase terms
2. keywords forming termbase terms that occur very infrequently compared to the
frequency of the keyword
3. keywords that are present in a significant number of termbase terms, yet their total
frequency remains relatively low compared to the frequency of the keyword
7.7.2.1

Minitab

The keyword smoothing fits into type three. There are nine termbase terms containing this
keyword, but their total frequency is only 52 percent that of the keyword itself.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0 concordance lines found for Brown's double exponential smoothing
0 concordance lines found for Holt-Winters double exponential smoothing
2 concordance lines found for Holt-Winters seasonal exponential smoothing
11 concordance lines found for degree of smoothing
120 concordance lines found for double exponential smoothing
2 concordance lines found for resistant smoothing
2 concordance lines found for single exponential smoothing method
140 concordance lines found for single exponential smoothing
22 concordance lines found for smoothing constant
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Nearly half the 576 occurrences of smoothing are unaccounted for in the termbase. Furthermore, five of the nine termbase terms occur in the low frequency range A (up to 10 occurrences), suggesting that this set of terms is not optimised. We can also see that the terms
with proper names as pre-modifiers are lacking in the corpus or are extremely rare. Two
terms that do not occur are redundant, given that the term double exponential smoothing is
already in the termbase. Six of the nine terms contain exponential smoothing. Indeed, this
term occurs 282 times in the corpus as a bigram and combined with various pre-modifiers,
yet it is not in the termbase. Including just this one term in the termbase would allow us to
consider eliminating six less productive terms (the pre-modifiers single and double appear
to be non-essential) and at the same time increase the correspondence of the termbase to the
corpus. The Dice measure identifies one additional term, smoothing constant (72).
The keyword bar fits into type one. There are only three terms in the termbase:
•
•
•

836 concordance lines found for bar chart
67 concordance lines found for interval bar
23 concordance lines found for status bar

Compared to smoothing, which was present in nine termbase terms, bar forms much fewer
termbase terms and yet those terms occur more frequently (56 as opposed to 52 percent of
the keyword occurrences). Here we see that all three terms occur above the low frequency
range A. Nevertheless, bar also occurs with other frequent collocates that are missing from
the termbase, such as title bar (22), stacked bar chart (59), clustered bar chart (57), interval bar (67), and menu bar (19). Unlike the trigrams single exponential smoothing and
double exponential smoothing in the previous example, which one could say are redundant
given the term exponential smoothing and the simplicity of the pre-modifiers, the words
stacked and clustered are unusual and would pose translation difficulties. The keyword bar
occurs rarely in the corpus as a unigram, but appears in a number of distinct bigrams, such
as soap bar, fruit bar, hot bar (pressure and temperature), steel bar, and even the expression
bar none! Therefore, if bar is included in the termbase as a unigram, a separate entry is
required for each of its different meanings (bar as in fruit bar, bar as in soap bar, bar as in
steel bar, and so forth), since each may require a different translation. This example demonstrates the value of concept-orientation. Interestingly, the Dice measure helps to separate
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the truly domain-specific bar terms from those that are more general, as shown in the
following figure, where the collocates fruit and soap rank lower than interval and stacked.

Figure 35: Dice ranked collocates of the term: bar
Note also that fruit bar and soap bar occur in only three files (as indicated in the Texts
column), out of a total of 100 files in the corpus, meaning that these terms are confined to a
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small section of the corpus, and are probably restricted to a specific context. Indeed, further
examination reveals that they are used in examples for statistical calculations:
Fruit Bar Appearance
Problem
Food engineers need to find the combination of
components that maximizes the appearance for the new
fruit bar. The filling contains strawberry, raspberry,
and blueberry purees. In addition, two process variables
—the amount of vanilla and malt in the crust—may affect
appearance. Use an extreme vertices design with two
process variables to investigate appearance.
Data collection
A total of 104 trained sensory panelists evaluate 4
fruit bars, each having a different combination of
ingredients. Panelists evaluate the fruit bars in random
order (run order).
Soap Bar Appearance
Problem
Overweight soap bars cause smudged logos when the
machine squeezes them into cartons. To evaluate the
molding process over time, engineers use control charts
to plot soap bar weights.
A machine stamps extruded logs of soap into five bars
using a single 5 cavity die. The cavities are labeled.
Each cycle produces five bars, one from each mold.

7.7.2.2

SAS

The keyword filter fits into type two. The eight termbase terms account for only one percent of the occurrences of filter in the corpus; they all occur in the low frequency range A
(up to 58 occurrences).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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5 concordance lines found for MIME type filter
3 concordance lines found for entry filter
13 concordance lines found for name/value filter
1 concordance lines found for package entry MIME type filter
2 concordance lines found for package entry type filter
6 concordance lines found for package filter
30 concordance lines found for prompted filter
27 concordance lines found for reply filter category

A concordance and Dice measure of filter reveals many more potentially significant terms:
bigrams such as filter window (111), filter node (255), filter pane (192), filter criteria (213),
filter section (80), filter expression (129), filter options (105), and filter viewer (66) as well
as trigrams such as text filter node (171), Filter dialog box (147), and Interactive Filter
Viewer (57). Altogether, these terms alone occur 1,526 times, compared to only 67 occurrences for the existing termbase terms.
Keywords that occur infrequently in the termbase (type one), such as wizard and locale,
both of which form only two terms in the termbase, may be productive in the formation of
additional compounds that are missing from the termbase. A concordance shows this to be
the case. While only SAS Deployment Wizard (855) and migration wizard (23) are in the
termbase (accounting for only 23 percent of the concordances of the keyword), we found
Adapter Setup Wizard (565), Cube Designer Wizard (234), New Library Wizard (118),
Backup Wizard (51) and many others. And while the termbase only contains locale and
locale list, we found locale system (292), data locale (105) and default locale (72) among
others. We also found Locale Setup Manager, and while it only occurs 18 times, it has a
corresponding acronym, LSM, which occurs 31 times. Acronyms, even if infrequent, are
important to record in termbases to provide users with knowledge about their meaning
which is reflected in their full form. Finally, the adjectival form locale-specific is used 48
times with different nouns including character, date format, and punctuation.
A keyword that forms quite a few terms in the termbase, but yet these terms account for
proportionally few occurrences in the corpus (type three), such as block (20 terms but only
15 percent of the corpus occurrences), is a likely candidate as the node of termbase terms
that are very infrequent. Indeed, the corpus evidence supports this:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 concordance lines found for Application Control Block
2 concordance lines found for I/O Program Communication Block
0 concordance lines found for IP block
9 concordance lines found for Program Communication Block
11 concordance lines found for Program Specification Block
135 concordance lines found for SUBMIT block
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13 concordance lines found for block cipher
30 concordance lines found for block map
42 concordance lines found for block menu
41 concordance lines found for block plot
296 concordance lines found for block size
267 concordance lines found for block variable
25 concordance lines found for cell block
2 concordance lines found for child block
16 concordance lines found for data control block
5 concordance lines found for define block
95 concordance lines found for layout block
76 concordance lines found for method block
2 concordance lines found for parent block
115 concordance lines found for statement block

Seventy percent of the 20 termbase terms occur in the low frequency range A. Other more
frequent terms are missing from the termbase; 17 bigram and trigram terms occur in the
higher frequency range B or above (over 58 occurrences), for instance, holder block (115),
queue block (88), and stats collector block (78). If we were to replace the low frequency
termbase terms with these 17, the value of this set of terms, in so far as repurposing
potential is concerned, would be much higher.
7.7.2.3

Symantec

The keyword spam is frequent in the termbase (forming 25 terms) yet these terms account
for a low proportion (12 percent) of the total frequency of the keyword. It therefore fits into
type three.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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0 concordance lines found for Anti-Spam scanner
1 concordance lines found for Brightmail Spam Folder Agent for Exchange
17 concordance lines found for Email Anti-Spam Service
12 concordance lines found for MessageLabs Email Anti-Spam Service
0 concordance lines found for predictive spam detection
0 concordance lines found for Responsive Spam Detection
3 concordance lines found for SMS Anti-Spam

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 concordance lines found for spam definition
253 concordance lines found for spam filter
302 concordance lines found for spam filtering
84 concordance lines found for Spam folder
87 concordance lines found for Spam Manager
16 concordance lines found for spam message
1 concordance lines found for Spam Monitor
0 concordance lines found for spam originator
327 concordance lines found for spam prevention
70 concordance lines found for spam quarantine
22 concordance lines found for spam rule
18 concordance lines found for spam tagging
1 concordance lines found for spam trap
20 concordance lines found for Symantec Brightmail Anti-Spam
10 concordance lines found for Symantec Spam Folder Agent
4 concordance lines found for Symantec Spam Folder Agent for Exchange
0 concordance lines found for Symantec Spam Folder Agent for Microsoft
Exchange
0 concordance lines found for Symantec Spam Plug-in for Outlook

Over 75 percent of the 25 termbase terms occur in the low-frequency range A (up to 52
occurrences). The only frequently-occurring terms are spam prevention, spam filtering, and
spam filter. However, the following terms are missing from the termbase: spam email (360),
spam threat (146), spam messages (211), spammer (336) and more. In fact, taking only a
few minutes to examine the concordances and Dice measures, we were able to create a
different list of 25 terms containing spam whose total frequency is 2,723 occurrences,
which is an increase of over 100 percent compared to the original list (1,255).
The concordances also identify differences in word formation, for instance, antispam vs.
anti-spam, multi-layer spam prevention vs. multi-layered spam prevention, and spam email vs spam email. While such minor inconsistencies have negligeable impact on SL text,
they do reduce the exact match rate of TM in CAT tools, which increases translation costs
(Warburton 2001b: 680). Companies therefore are well-advised to address them.
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Another type three keyword is cloud. It is frequent in the termbase (forming 19 terms) yet
these terms account for a low proportion (10 percent) of the total frequency of the keyword.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0 concordance lines found for cloud definition
7 concordance lines found for Cloud Scan
0 concordance lines found for Cloud Scanning
0 concordance lines found for Cloud Services for Backup Exec
139 concordance lines found for cloud storage
11 concordance lines found for cloud technology
0 concordance lines found for cloud-based scanning
0 concordance lines found for Discovery Enterprise Vault.cloud
0 concordance lines found for Enterprise Vault.Cloud administration console
0 concordance lines found for Enterprise Vault.cloud Console
6 concordance lines found for NetBackup Cloud Storage
0 concordance lines found for NetBackup Cloud Storage for Nirvanix OpenStorage
0 concordance lines found for NetBackup Cloud Storage Server
0 concordance lines found for Norton Utilities Cloud
630 concordance lines found for Symantec.cloud
5 concordance lines found for Symantec.cloud agent
17 concordance lines found for Symantec.cloud Management Console
0 concordance lines found for Symantec.cloud Protection Agent
0 concordance lines found for tag cloud

Ninety percent of the 19 termbase terms occur in the low frequency range A, 12 not at all.
Only two occur frequently: Symantec.cloud and cloud storage. Many of the terms appear to
be product names88. Note the unusual use of punctuation in several, which contain a period.
None of the termbase terms containing Vault.cloud occur in the corpus, but Vault.cloud does
occur 262 times as Enterprise Vault.cloud. This is a clear example of a boundary-setting
problem. Including long MWTs containing an already documented node, such as NetBackup Cloud Storage for Nirvanix OpenStorage and NetBackup Cloud Storage Server
(nodes: cloud storage and NetBackup Cloud Storage) has resulted in redundancy.

88 See for instance: http://www.symantec.com/en/ca/products-solutions/families/?fid=symantec-cloud
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As noted earlier, the unigram cloud is not present in the termbase. If it were, it would cover
the frequent use of cloud as a unigram in the corpus (as in “in the cloud”) as well as reduce
the need to include low frequency terms such as cloud technology not to mention terms that
do not occur, such as cloud definition. A concordance and Dice measure on the node cloud
reveal some significant terms that are missing from the termbase, such as Backup Exec
Cloud (632), endpoint protection cloud (307), cloud service (353), cloud solution (153),
email continuity cloud (102), cloud computing (428), cloud security (100) and virtualization cloud (68). In addition, one can easily find term pairs, such as private cloud (382) and
public cloud (61). Finally, frequent adjectival formulations such as cloud-based (835) and
cloud-managed (168) can be documented in the termbase to cover an unlimited number of
noun phrases such as cloud-based scan and cloud-managed service.
If we add the 12 aforementioned terms to cloud storage and Symantec.cloud from the
original list, the total frequency count rises to 4,358, an increase of over 400 percent
compared to the original set of terms (815 occurrences).
The keyword worm combines features of types one and two; compared to the other midand low-ranking keywords, there are relatively few terms in the termbase (9), and they still
occur infrequently (13 percent of the keyword occurrences). Thus, the problem shifts from
too many infrequent terms being documented, to not enough terms documented. Two of the
nine terms do not occur in the corpus.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

319 concordance lines found for Internet Worm Protection
358 concordance lines found for mass-mailing worm
28 concordance lines found for Norton Internet Worm Protection
0 concordance lines found for Symantec defined worm list
13 concordance lines found for worm attack
88 concordance lines found for worm blocking
0 concordance lines found for worm signature
11 concordance lines found for WORM storage

A concordance and Dice measurement reveal missing terms: email worm (and e-mail
worm), and worm variant, as well as named worms such as Conficker worm, CodeRed
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worm and Blaster worm. With function words such as the, a, and this the most frequent left
collocates, worm is primarily a unigram. The term WORM media occurs 74 times, but it is
an acronym (write once read many). Two variants of the termbase term mass-mailing worm
were identified: mass-mailer worm and mass mailing worm (no hyphen).
7.7.2.4

Summary

Domain-specific terms that share their surface form with a general lexicon word can be
found in mid- and low-ranking keywords. They are highly productive in forming MWTs
and therefore in most cases should be present as unigrams in the termbase. Terminologists
should take care to determine the most productive boundaries of MWTs to avoid redundancy in the termbase, as in the case of the potentially unnecessary trigrams and four-grams
based on exponential smoothing (see Section 7.7.2.1).
When the frequency of termbase terms based on these keywords is low compared to the
frequency of the keyword itself, some important terms are missing from the termbase.
When the number of termbase terms containing the keyword is relatively high, this is a clue
that there are redundant terms in the termbase. Redundancies can result from term boundary-setting problems, such as the case of Enterprise Vault.cloud which was only entered in
the termbase in the form of longer MWTs, none of which are present in the corpus. Likewise, adding a proper noun to a core term can result in a term that is less prevalent in the
corpus, as in the case of Brown's double exponential smoothing which does not occur in the
corpus whereas double exponential smoothing occurs 120 times. However, one cannot
generalise and assume that proper nouns should be stripped from all MWTs, as there are
cases where they form a valid term, such as the various named worms (Conflicker worm,
etc.) and wizards ( SAS Deployment Wizard, etc.). Using corpus evidence, the terminologist
can decide which terms need to be recorded in the termbase, the term with the proper noun
retained, the term without the proper noun, or both.
As we saw with the keywords bar and smoothing, the Dice relationship measure helps to
distinguish between domain-specific and non-domain-specific uses of the keyword.
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7.7.3 Keywords that are non-existent or rare in the reference corpus
As shown in Section 7.5.3, keywords that are rare or non-existent in the reference corpus
are highly domain-specific terms. Thus, even if they occur relatively infrequently compared
to high-ranking keywords, due to their domain specificity they and the MWTs they form
may be important for a company termbase. In this section, we will examine concordances
of these types of keywords, focusing on those that are also missing from the termbase as
unigrams. Our aim is to determine if these keywords are frequent enough in the corpus, and
productive enough in forming compounds, to justify their inclusion in termbases.
7.7.3.1

Minitab

Keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus and are also missing from the
termbase are shown in the following table along with corpus frequencies.
Keyword
subdialog
dialog

Frequency
431
7,485

simplex

451

orthogonal

485

Table 85: Minitab keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus
Although the keywords dialog and subdialog are not in the termbase, the terms dialog box
and subdialog box are. A concordance search of dialog and subdialog shows that about 90
percent occur in combination with box, and this form is indeed the standard that Minitab
has adopted. However, there are other occurrences of dialog and subdialog, both as a unigram and in combination with other collocates such as dialog instruction, in sufficient
numbers to justify the inclusion of these keywords in the termbase as unigrams. There are
only 18 occurrences of the hyphenated termbase form sub-dialog in the corpus, demonstrating that this form is an inconsistency.
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The keyword orthogonal, being an adjective, occurs in the termbase but only in three
MWTs: Taguchi orthogonal array design (6), orthogonal design (31), and orthogonal
regression (187), accounting for less than half the occurrences of the keyword. However,
the keyword also occurs in the corpus as a unigram (as in “the model is orthogonal”), and
with other head nouns: orthogonal array, orthogonal blocking, orthogonal blocks, orthogonal matrix, and more. These collocates justify the inclusion of orthogonal as a unigram
in the termbase. We even found the derived noun orthogonality a surprising 90 times.
The keyword simplex occurs in four MWTs in the termbase; one is not found in the corpus
(L-simplex design), but this is not unexpected because this term is a new standard. The
remaining three, all trigrams, occur frequently (280 occurrences or 62 percent of the
keyword occurrences). Each also exists in the corpus in an abbreviated bigram form which
is absent from the termbase, for instance, simplex centroid design also occurs as simplex
centroid, and simplex lattice design also occurs as simplex lattice (i.e. without design, 21
and 39 occurrences respectively). It is also used occasionally as a noun itself (“a simplex”).
For these reasons, documenting the keyword as a unigram in the termbase is justified.
7.7.3.2

SAS

Keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus and are also missing from the
termbase are shown in the following table along with corpus frequencies.
Keyword

Frequency

descriptor

4,226

bytes

2,352

dialog

15,604

pane

2,790

console

3,224

datalines

2,760

Table 86: SAS keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus
The keyword descriptor is present in the termbase in eight MWTs (seven bigrams and one
trigram), but not as a unigram. These MWTs account for 3,377 occurrences, or about 80
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percent of the total, even though four of them occur in the low frequency range A (up to 58
occurrences). This is due to the fact that two of the bigrams are very frequent: view
descriptor (1,588) and access descriptor (1,331). This keyword thus appears to be already
sufficiently documented in the termbase without existing as a unigram, although, eliminating several of the lowest frequency MWTs and adding the keyword as a unigram would
improve the overall repurposability of this set of terms. It should be noted that two similar
unigram terms, subdecriptor (22) and superdescriptor (27), are present in the termbase
although they are much less frequent by comparison, and so it would seem odd that their
more frequent base form would be overlooked.
The keyword bytes occurs exclusively as a unigram in the corpus and therefore should be
documented in the termbase.
The case of dialog is similar with that of Minitab. Only the term dialog box appears in the
termbase. Ninety percent of its corpus occurrences are also dialog box. Nevertheless, this
leaves over 1,500 occurrences as a unigram, or with different collocates, such as dialog
window (100). This justifies its inclusion as a unigram in the termbase.
The keyword pane does not exist in the termbase either as a unigram or in any MWT. There
is an abundance of bigram terms in the corpus: properties pane (145), gallery pane (121),
filter pane (192), navigation pane (99), workspaces pane (72), contents pane (133), and
more. Clearly, both pane and the frequent bigrams should be documented in the termbase.
The three MWTs containing console in the termbase account for 80 percent of the occurrences of console, with the term SAS Management Console occurring most often (2,550).
There are, however, other important collocates including administration console (115) and
its variant administrative console (46). There are also many occurrences as a unigram (“the
console”). This justifies the inclusion of console in the termbase.
The keyword datalines is not in the termbase either as a unigram or in any MWT. This term
appears most often in the corpus in plural (only six occurrences of the singular form were
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found, and they appear to be part of code strings). This term occurs exclusively as a
unigram in the corpus and therefore should be included as a unigram in the termbase.
7.7.3.3

Symantec

Keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus and are also missing from the
termbase are shown in the following table along with corpus frequencies.

Keyword

Frequency

javascript

2,555

virtualization

4,040

dialog

6,047

pane

5,795

messaging

5,596

Table 87: Symantec keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus
An examination of its collocations confirms that the word javascript is a code string and
therefore not a keyword. The keyword virtualization appears in 10 MWTs in the termbase
but not as a unigram. These terms account for only 15 percent of the occurrences of the
keyword. This suggests that some important MWTs are missing and also that the unigram
itself might be frequent. Furthermore, eight of the termbase terms are in the low frequency
range A (up to 52 occurrences), with two not occuring at all, and another four occurring less
than ten times. So clearly, the terms in the termbase are not optimised.
Terms that are missing from the termbase include: server virtualization (294), storage
virtualization (204), endpoint virtualization (244), and virtualization technology (176)
among others. This keyword also occurs frequently as a unigram. It should be present in the
termbase as a unigram as well as some of the more frequent bigrams.
The keyword dialog is not in the termbase, but there are three MWTs: dialog box (4,325),
Dialog Workflow (1) and Virus Definitions Dialog Box (0 occurrences). Dialog box
accounts for 70 percent of all keyword occurrences, a smaller proportion than for the other
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two companies, and therefore the inclusion of dialog as a unigram in the termbase is even
more justified to account for the remaining 30 percent of the occurrences. Other terms
include send dialog (257), properties dialog (184), status dialog (68), and dialog window
(44), as well as a large number of less frequent bigrams and trigrams.
As for the keyword pane, the termbase contains only one term, list pane, which occurs only
11 times in the corpus. This keyword occurs frequently as a unigram (“the pane”) as well as
forming many frequent MWTs: task pane (1,231), properties pane (1,210), results pane
(253), selection pane (163), preview pane (113), backup selections pane (76), active alerts
pane (60), job history pane (67), and current jobs pane (69), among others.
The termbase has seven terms containing messaging, but not the unigram. These terms
account for 31 percent of the occurrences, almost all of which are attributed to two termbase terms: instant messaging (1,572) and Symantec Messaging Gateway (157). The
remaining five terms are very rare: two not occurring at all, and the remaining three
occurring once, twice, and seven times. Clearly, the set of termbase terms based on this
keyword is not optimised.
Terms that are missing in the termbase include messaging server (168), messaging security
(734), messaging system (68), text messaging (79), and messaging management (258) as
well as contrasting collocate pairs such as soft messaging (112) versus strong messaging
(97), and inbound messaging versus outbound messaging. Collocates such as missioncritical messaging and business-critical messaging may have some marketing importance.
Some frequent terms occur both as general concepts and in product names, such as messaging gateway (132) and Symantec Messaging Gateway (157), messaging management
(170) and Symantec Messaging Management (55), the translations of which would likely
differ. Finally, we discovered unusual variations in formulation: softer alternative
messaging (68), alternative soft messaging (42), and softer messaging alternative (21), the
differences in meaning of which are unclear and therefore warrant further investigation to
avoid translation problems.
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7.7.3.4

Summary

Due to their pronounced domain-specificity, keywords that are absent or rare in the reference corpus are extremely important to document in a company termbase. In our sample
data, they include acronyms, designations of user interface objects (dialog, pane, console,
popup), elements of product names (such as Messaging), and other specialised terms, and
they tend to occur frequently. Their inclusion in the termbase as unigrams is justified.
Overall, the set of MWTs based on these keywords that are documented in the termbase is
under-optimised; there are too many rare terms and not enough frequent ones. Our research
shows that basing term selections on concordances can vastly improve this situation.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

We begin this chapter by answering the research questions and then we draw conclusions
based on the overall research objectives outlined in chapter 4.

8.1 The gap between termbases and corpora
In the companies we studied, the combined percentage of termbase terms that do not occur
or occur infrequently in the corpus ranges from 35 percent to 73 percent89. This is a significant gap indeed. We have previously acknowledged that some of this gap is likely due to
the corpora being incomplete. We also pointed out that when the termbase is used for controlled authoring, as in the case of Minitab, some terms are added to the termbase before
they are used by content producers and will therefore not be observed in the corpus for a
certain period. Nevertheless, we discovered that a significant portion of the gap is caused
by linguistic and methodological weaknesses which, if addressed, would improve the value
of the termbase. In the remainder of this section, we discuss this portion of the gap.
There are two types of terms that contribute to the gap: (a) terms in the termbase that are
absent or infrequent in the corpus, and (b) important terms in the corpus that are missing in
the termbase. Viewing these terms from the perspective of deficiencies in the termbase, we
call the former category under-optimised and the latter un-documented.
Generally speaking, the longer the term, the less frequently it occurs. The most productive
terms are two and three tokens in length. While this observation is not new, our research
provides empirical evidence that can now serve to justify a guideline: terms longer than
three tokens should be validated using corpus evidence before being included in a termbase.
Upper-case terms tend to be less frequent than their lower-case counterparts, and they
account for a disproportionate number of the under-optimised termbase terms. Accidental
89 HP has not been included here, due to the logistical problem previously described in the termbase/corpus
correspondence. The exclusion of HP was justified in Section 6.8
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differences in case between the termbase and the corpus can potentially account for
between 10 and 20 percent of the gap between the two.
When added to a core term, a non-essential or incidental word produces a MWT that is
often much less frequent in the corpus than the core term without that word. The same was
observed for words that render the core term overly-specific. As a general best practise,
MWTs containing such words should be checked against the corpus in order to make sound
decisions about setting term boundaries. Likewise, the addition of a proper noun to a core
term, such as names of companies, can decrease the term's frequency significantly, since
these parts of a MWT are often dropped in running text for purposes of stylistic economy.
And once again, we suspect that the predominance of product names in Symantec's termbase partially accounts for its high rate of infrequent terms; product names change regularly
and obsolete names often remain in termbases. When included in termbases, product names
and other proper nouns should at least be characterised with the proper metadata so that
they can be subject to management procedures and end uses that might differ from more
conventional types of terminologies.
There are more variants in the corpora than in the termbases. Variants occurred more frequently in the corpora than conventional theories account for. Perhaps because terminologists are guided by those theories, variants are under-represented in the termbases.
Furthermore, failure to record variants properly as terms in the termbase has the same effect
on repurposability as not recording them at all. Our research indicates that commercial
terminographers should pay special attention to variants and should adopt strict conceptoriented approaches when recording them in termbases.
Less than ten percent of the termbase terms in our study are non-nouns. This appears to be
lower than the proportion of non-nominal terms in the corresponding corpora. Domainspecific verbs occur fairly frequently in the IT field due to the prevalence of action-oriented
concepts on software user interfaces. Domain-specific adjectives that form many MWTs
may be justified in entries as unigrams due to their term formation potential.
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Finally, many frequently-occurring MWTs that contain domain-specific unigram terms -the keywords in our research -- are also missing from the termbase.
Some of the gap between the termbases and the corpora can be attributed to term collection
methods. For example, many of the nonextant or infrequent HP termbase terms are strings
that were imported from TM segments. A TM segment need only occur once to be included
in the import procedure, and the text from which this segment originated may at any time
be modified or deleted from the current active company materials, rendering the imported
“term” nonextant. Symantec routinely uses an automatic term harvesting function (a form
of term extraction). This function, while it may take into account term frequency, is carried
out on a project basis, therefore, on a sub-corpus. Furthermore, unless the extracted term
candidates are carefully cleaned manually using the full corpus as evidence, a number of
poorly-delineated terms will end up in the termbase.
Aside from the above two cases involving TM segments and automatic term extraction, the
primary term collection method used in all companies is one whereby the terminologist
adds terms on an ad-hoc basis or imports terminology files obtained from other sources.
These files are typically glossaries prepared by technical writers or bilingual lists of terms
provided by translators. The files have no direct relation to the current company corpus as a
whole. They may have an indirect relation to the corpus by virtue of the terms having been
selected by the technical writer or translator because they appeared in some company text.
However, under these circumstances, the nature of the terms thus identified may not be
optimal for serving the terminological needs of the company as a whole, for two main
reasons. First, writers and translators are not terminologists and so they may lack knowledge about best practises for selecting terms. Second, the term is often selected from an
isolated text -- a single document or file without the larger contextual framework of other
documents or files in the company. The writer or translator works within the limited confines of one project, one product, one technology or one department. The terminologist as
the gatekeeper attempts to filter out redundant terms, modify term boundaries, and identify
important terms that individual translators or writers may have missed. However, with the
exception of Minitab (330 employees), the number of employees in the companies in our
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study range from 13,000 to 330,000. On this scale, one dedicated terminologist cannot
compensate for all shortcomings. We can perhaps now better appreciate why TM segments
would be imported into a termbase of a very large company. The sheer volume of content
and terminology would be overwhelming.
The main motivation for managing terminology in a commercial setting is to reduce costs
for content authoring and translation. To this we add that enterprises are interested in
developing multi-purpose terminological resources that can be leveraged in various
extended NLP-based applications, as discussed in Section 1.7.3. Bourigault and Slodzian
point out that these applications are primarily “textual” which means that terminological
resources intended to serve them must necessarily be corpus-based in order to reflect those
texts. We like the simple way that they express this bi-directional dependency on corpora :
La terminologie doit venir des textes pour mieux y retourner. (1999: 30)
(Translation) Terminology must come from texts so that it can return to texts.
In other words, terminological resources must reflect terms in active use in order to enable
productive reuse. In an article specifically dealing with workplace applications, Condamines also stated this very directly: “Terminology has to be drawn from texts written in the
workplace” (2010: 45). This perspective contrasts with other environments such as public
institutions where the motivation centres around language preservation or conceptual standardisation. It shifts the focus of what terminology is from semantic criteria to authentic
discourse, purpose-driven communication needs and particularly to degrees of repurposability. The more a term is used, the more it will be required in various applications and
situations, and thus, the more it should be recorded and managed in a structured digital
format so that the information necessary for these uses can be leveraged in various production-oriented NLP technologies. Linguistic properties of various sorts, while important,
are secondary to this pragmatic criterion. This may be difficult for some to accept, but it is
reality for terminologists working for companies.
In this context, the frequency of occurrence of termbase terms in the company corpus is a
major indicator of their value. From a business perspective, there is little justification for
incurring the costs of managing (and therefore translating) a term that is rarely used, with
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some exceptions such as when the concept has critical legal or safety ramifications. We
believe that the scope of non-extant and infrequent terms discovered in this study renders a
termbase under-optimised for meeting the objectives of terminography in a company,
particularly given the future likelihood that its terminological resources will be required for
various NLP applications, as they already are in some cases.

8.2 Economic impacts
In the preceding sections we used concordances and keywords to find productive terms that
are missing from termbases. In doing so, we also identified under-optimised terms in termbases, that is, terms that bring insufficient value to the content production process to justify
their inclusion in the termbase. A few comments about the significance of the problem of
underoptimisation for commercial terminography is warranted.
Building and maintaining a termbase incurs costs. Teubert describes terminology as “a
commercial commodity, an important economic factor” (2005: 97). He notes that small
companies pay “large sums” of money for multilingual terminologies, and that large companies spend even more money on developing their own terminological resources.
Including under-optimised terms in a termbase does not come without associated costs.
Aside from the IT costs of data storage and maintenance, there is the cost of the terminologist creating the entry and then the cost of finding and entering TL equivalents. According
to a study commissioned for the Government of Canada (Champagne 2004: 8, 25), initially
creating an entry takes about 15 minutes, and searching for and deciding on a translation
takes about 20 minutes. Thus we can consider that it takes about 35 minutes to create a
bilingual entry, and each additional language adds a further 20 minutes, or, that a trilingual
entry takes about an hour. In another study carried out by Tekom, creating a monolingual
entry takes on average 30 minutes, and adding translations takes 10 to 25 additional
minutes (Schmitz and Straub 2010: 59).
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Champagne also stresses that the number of times that an entry is accessed is an important
factor in measuring its value to the organisation (p. 9, 30, 31). If a term in the termbase is
not an element of the organisation's corpus, then it is unlikely that end-users will need to
enquire about it. Likewise, if the term occurs very rarely in the corpus, then it will probably
be rarely queried in the termbase as well. Below a certain threshold of use, it becomes
economically unjustified to include a term in the termbase when users could probably find
the information they need elsewhere, such as by conducting an internet or intranet search.
This type of un-focused search is not efficient if it is repeated many times, but is reasonably
justified if it is repeated infrequently. On the other hand, a termbase is cost-effective by
reducing the time it takes for employees to find information that they require on a frequent
basis. This is why frequency of occurrence is an important term selection criterion for
termbases that are developed for production-driven requirements.
Of course, frequency of occurrence is not the only valid term selection criterion; certain
other criteria justify the inclusion of infrequent terms, such as domain specificity, translation difficulty, or legal or marketing importance. When there is a need to replace a term
currently used in the company by another term, such as to align with industry standards, the
new term must also be added to the termbase even though it may not even exist yet in the
corpus. Termbases that are used for controlled authoring need to contain new standardised
terms. However, infrequent terms that have no such special status and are present accidentally, such as when the selected term boundaries are not optimal, are unjustified and add
undue costs. The termbase will be much more effective if these potentially redundant terms
could be replaced by more productive ones.
The tables in Section 7.5 indicate what percent of the keyword-based termbase terms occur
in the low frequency range A or are absent entirely. These tables show that every set of
MWTs in the termbase that contain a given keyword comprises some infrequent terms,
many of which are extremely infrequent. While the presence of some infrequent terms in a
termbase is to be expected and is even justified, the percentage of termbase trms that are
infrequent in our four case studies is too high. Averaged across the set of keywords, these
percentages are 27 for Minitab, 52 for SAS and 66 for Symantec.
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If we assume that each termbase term is translated into two languages on average, it therefore takes about an hour to produce a full terminological entry. Using 60 USD per hour as a
fully-burdened salary rate, we can estimate the costs of termbase entries containing terms
that are nonextant or extremely infrequent in the corpus as follows90).

Minitab

SAS

Symantec

Nonextant terms

203

530

2,240

Extremely infrequent
terms (Range A-s91)

127

1,086

1,358

Total

330

1,616

3,598

19,800

96,960

215,880

Cost (USD)

Table 88: Estimated cost of under-optimised entries
As we have pointed out earlier, for Minitab, and also for SAS to a lesser degree, some of
these under-optimised entries are required for controlled authoring purposes. However,
their large number cannot be accounted for by controlled authoring needs alone. Furthermore, we have provided sufficient examples of other causes of underoptimisation, such as
boundary setting problems and unjustified use of proper names, to support our claim that
under-optimised terms in termbases are indeed a major problem that impacts the return-oninvestment of termbases.
Even if one could argue that the estimated entry costs are inflated (although we have used
industry benchmarks in the calculation), or that a portion of under-optimised terms can be
explained by deficiencies in corpus compilation, we must acknowledge that there are significant costs associated with under-optimised termbase terms and that companies therefore
should be motivated to reduce their occurrence. Note also, that this cost estimate includes
only nonextant and extremely infrequent terms and also, only the costs of entry creation.
The total cost of under-optimised terms would be higher if all levels of low productivity
with respect to term repurposability and other associated overhead costs were included.
90 In Schmitz and Straub, the higher figure of 60 Euros is used. See also:
http://www.bls.gov/oes/current/oes273042.htm and http://smallbusiness.chron.com/calculate-fullyburdened-labor-costs-33072.html
91 See Section 6.4.2.
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In this section, so far, we have only discussed under-optimised termbase terms. There is
also undisputedly an economic impact of not documenting key terms in the termbase. It
would be more difficult to quantify, as it involves not measuring the inadequacies of what
we have, but the potential benefits of what we don't have. Given the evidence that we have
shown where termbase/corpora correspondence can be increased many-fold with the simple
addition of a few highly-productive terms, we suggest that the economic impacts of failing
to document key terms are even greater than those of documenting under-performing terms.

8.3 A purpose-driven notion of terminography
We have pointed out that generally speaking, frequency of occurrence should be considered
when selecting terms for a termbase. However, the types of linguistic expressions and
associated metadata that need to be managed in a commercial setting also depend on the
specific communicative needs and technological landscape of each company. Minitab, for
instance, requires special surface form entries that are a concatenation of two or more terms
to ensure that writers provide the expanded form of abbreviations and synonyms of unfamiliar terms in their texts. It also requires general lexicon expressions to serve the requirements of automated controlled authoring. Further, because its termbase is used for controlled authoring, to impose a new usage requirement, the Minitab terminologist needs to
add some terms to the termbase before they are used. HP requires some TM segments in its
termbase to raise the consistency of translations at the sub-segment level produced by
translators using CAT tools. SAS requires source-language synonyms to guide authors in
selecting terms consistently, as well as definitions for publishing glossaries. Symantec's
termbase is heavily-laden with proper nouns, possibly due to a history of mergers and
acquisitions and the high level of integration of its products with external suppliers. All
companies are concerned about trademark protection, which explains the occurrence of
some proper names in all the termbases. Finally, to achieve consistency between the UI and
related documentation, all companies have taken specific measures some of which result in
phrasal expressions in the termbase.
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Thus we have seen many examples where the company terminologist accepted a term into
the termbase based on application-oriented needs: Minitab's Surface form and general
lexicon units, Symantec's proper nouns and harvested terms, SAS' deprecated synonyms,
and, although we maintain that this is not recommended, HP's TM segments.
Adopting a corpus-based approach to term identification would eliminate most of the
linguistic causes of the gap described in the previous section. It would allow the terminologist to see the most productive terms in context, thereby enabling him or her to make the
appropriate adjustments to term boundaries or surface form, such as removing non-essential
words in a MWT and choosing the appropriate case.
Commercial terminologists need to include more variants in termbases and encode them
properly in the concept-oriented structure. Non-nouns should not be neglected, and terms
that have a homographic surface form can be particularly important.
Multi-word terms are very important in terminology. Keywords are highly productive nodes
for discovering MWTs that are either already lexicalised or occur frequently enough to
warrant their inclusion in a termbase.
There is little evidence that semantic criteria is the primary motivation for the selection of
many of the terms in our four company termbases. The subject field data category is not
used at all in three of the termbases, and in the fourth is not yet meaningful due to the
nature of the values currently available. Definitions are not included at all in two of the
termbases, and in a third they are present in less than half the entries. Only the SAS termbase contains definitions for all the terms, and this is because it is monolingual and is used
primarily for glossary generation. These patterns confirm Van Campenhoudt's claim that in
authentic terminology resources, definitions are “systematically absent” and semantic
classifications are “rare” (2006: 5). The omission of such key semantic information is in
total contradiction with the GTT. Although terminologists generally acknowledge that the
lexical units they add to the termbase should in theory be domain-specific, in practise other
criteria often take precedence such as frequency, visibility, and the risk of inconsistency.
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While a semantic basis for term selection seems to be nearly absent, usage information is
important. When a termbase is used for controlled authoring purposes, and even for
controlled translation purposes, terms that should not be used, or should be used only in
restricted contexts, need to be recorded in the termbase with appropriate metadata to indicate their restricted use. If content producers are following these usage guidelines, then
these terms should occur infrequently in the corpus.
As we saw with Minitab, when used for controlled authoring, a termbase also needs to
include some expressions from the general lexicon. These expressions are not domainspecific; therefore, they would not qualify as terms according to conventional theory. It is
interesting to note that all four companies in our study are implementing some level of
automated controlled authoring, yet only Minitab has managed to use its termbase directly
for this purpose. Controlled authoring is a recently-introduced application in business
environments and most terminologists in this situation are struggling to adapt terminographical methods to what are essentially lexical resources.

8.4 Implications for theory and practise
In Section 3.3, we suggested that among the theories of terminology, the GTT is most
distant from the needs of commercial applications of terminological resources. We believe
we have shown this clearly to be the case with empirical evidence demonstrating a departure from purely semantic criteria, a model for term selection that is purpose-driven, and a
valuation of repurposability based on corpus frequency. The various theoretical perspectives on the notion of term that evolved post GTT give greater importance of varying
degrees to the communicative intent of interlocuteurs, application of the terminological
resource, and the role of corpora for providing empirical linguistic evidence. We find that
these perspectives resonate for commercial terminography. Condamines has already
claimed that textual terminology “constitutes an important part of linguistics of the workplace” (2010: 46). There is definitely a place for terminology management in the private
sector among the modern theories of terminology.
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On the other hand, neither the production-oriented factors that are the primary motivation
for commercial terminography, nor the opportunities and constraints afforded by the
linguistic technologies that are increasingy available in commercial settings, have been
considered in existing theoretical and methodological frameworks. Technnologies such as
CAT and controlled authoring tools provide the means to achieve unprecedented levels of
productivity and quality, yet their limitations can undermine the stability, quality and repurposability of terminological resources. We must prevent terminological resources from
being driven in the wrong directions by technology, as we have witnessed with certain
approaches adopted to handle sub-segment-level text strings and with various violations of
fundamental principles for the design and use of termbases.
As we have shown in the previous section, commercial terminography is essentially pragmatic with respect to term selection. This pragmatism also extends to methodological
approaches, were flexibility is necessary to address practical needs:
Corporate standards (in terminographic approaches) need to consider, in
addition to terminology theory and standards, many practical issues: the
dependencies on existing tools, the conservation of existing terminology assets,
the preservation of locally-realized economies, and production output
requirements.” (Warburton 2001b: 691).
The principle of concept-orientation, for instance, has not been adopted in the strictly
localisation-oriented termbases (Symantec, HP). We maintain, however, that as the needs
for terminological resources extend beyond localisation, the value of the concept-oriented
approach will become evident. IBM (Warburton 2001b: 691) and Microsoft (Karsch et al
2008) have already recognised this by developing strictly concept-oriented termbases. The
onomasiological and thematic methodologies adhered to by the GTT are rarely if ever used
in commercial settings. The semasiological, ad-hoc approach is more practical in commercial settings because of its task-oriented focus. Van Campenhoudt boldly noted that the only
terminologies that truly adhere to the ideals of the GTT are those developed by university
students in projects designed to reflect those ideals. He also revealed their unsustainable
cost: several hundred hours to produce a few dozen entries (2006: 6). Again, these observations are further evidenced by surveys (Lommel and Ray 2007: 31).
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One cannot criticise approaches adopted by the four companies in this study that do not
comply fully with the GTT or with any of the recognised terminology theories for that
matter. Doing so would only serve to further alienate commercial terminography from
mainstream terminology theory and practise. On the contrary, the theoretical foundations of
terminology need to adapt to modern applications. An application-oriented terminology
theory and methodology is needed. A new paradigm for terminological resources needs to
take shape, one that is less constrained by fixed semantic models, and provides for sufficient flexibility to embrace different linguistic contexts, communicative goals, and endusers of terminological resources.
Along with Fuertes-Olivera, Arribas-Bano, and Van Campenhoudt (see Section 2.5.2), we
see similarities between commercial terminography and LSP lexicography, such as in their
use of the semasiological approach. Both make texts and lexical units the object of investigation and processing, while at the same time focusing on a semantically-restricted domain
or field of application that departs from LGP. However, we also join Roche (2012), among
others, in recognising that there are significant differences. For instance, the conceptoriented approach used in terminography is essential for developing multi-purpose terminological resources for companies. Concept-orientation enables the resources to be used for
both controlled authoring and controlled translation. This fundamental principle is the basis
for termbase design and drives several practises such as the documentation and ranking of
variants and lexical synonyms. Further, one of the main aims of LSP lexicography is to
define terms (Bowker 2003: 162-163), whereas, terminographers in commercial environments undertake this task quite infrequently. We suggest, therefore, that a new theoretical
and methodological framework for production-oriented terminography could take inspiration from specialised lexicography while preserving some of the practises of terminography
that have proven effective, including some traditional (such as concept orientation) and
some textual and corpus-based.
We have shown that the use of corpora for selecting terms would greatly increase the value
and repurposability of commercial termbases. Given the potential uses of terminological
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resources, repurposability (for different purposes and in different applications) as an
overarching objective in the development of terminology resources is well motivated, yet
methodological approaches to achieve this objective have been rarely discussed in the
literature (an exception is Bourigault and Jacquemin 2000).
Using concordancing tools and keyword identification software would benefit all terminologists working in commercial settings. Such tools are commonplace in lexicography
(Prinsloo 2009: 184; Van Campenhoudt 1999), giving further weight to our proposition that
commercial terminography would benefit from a rapprochement with lexicography. Other
scholars and practitioners have recommended that terminologists use such technologies on
a routine basis, notably Bourigault and Slodzian (1999: 31), Bourigault and Jacquemin
(2000), Condamines (2010: 40), L'Homme (2004: 16-17, 225), and Van Campenhoudt
(1999). Indeed, L'Homme's entire monograph (2004) describes a methodology based on the
use of such tools which she calls “terminotique” in French (terminotics, in English), a
neologism formed by a blend of “terminologie” (terminology) and “informatique” (computer science). Bourigault and Slodzian, as well as Bourigault and Jacquemin (2000:
section 9.2.3) add, however, that the effective use of such tools requires an appropriate
methodological framework defining when, where, and how to use them.
Teubert notes that a corpus used for terminology work must be dynamic, and continually
enriched by new texts documenting technological innovation linguistically (2005: 103).
Adopting the terminology of John Sinclair (1991: 24), Teubert refers to such corpora as
“monitor corpora” (2005: 103). Terminographers working in companies that are continually
developing new products would greatly benefit from having access to the totality of up-todate product information as a research corpus. Such a corpus should be part of the standard
terminologist's toolset.
Nearly 15 years ago, Rogers stated, “the precise role which documentation92 plays in terminology work remains unclear in so far as the processes by which the terminologist is supposed to extract information on concepts and their relations from the text remain inexplicit
92 Rogers uses “documentation” to refer to the texts containing terminology.
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for the large part and empirically under-researched” (2000: 5). We maintain that the role of
documentation for term selection is still not well understood by practising terminologists,
who therefore fail to leverage it to its full potential. We hope that the current research
contributes to the growing yet still limited body of empirical research Rogers refers to.

8.5 Further reflections
This issue of the scale of the work raised earlier leads to a number of other questions. Was
Minitab's smaller size as a company a factor in its better performance? Can we conclude
that the number of terminologists hired in a company should be based on some quantifiable
metric (number of employees, revenue, corpus size, number of languages, and so forth)?
What risks are companies taking when they do not employ a reasonable number of terminologists given this metric?
On the other hand, what technological factors contributed to performance outcomes? The
Minitab terminologist, for instance, stated that she has direct access to crossTank, the
company's translation memory repository, in which she can carry out concordances to
verify terms. How does this tool compare to what the other terminologists use? How often
are such tools used? And let us not forget that the four companies use different systems to
manage their terminology: crossTerm, TermWeb, WorldServer and MultiTerm.
As stated earler, we have seen cases where the company failed to observe certain best
practices or norms in the field of terminography. In some cases, this can be attributed to
limitations in human resources, in other cases, limitations in technology, and yet in others,
simply a lack of awareness of those norms. What are the risks and financial costs of these
shortcomings? Put in the specific terms of a few examples, what are the financial costs of
reduced strategic repurposability when TM segments are imported into a termbase, when
termbases lack key pieces of metadata such as the part-of-speech, or when term autonomy
and concept orientation are violated?
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While beyond the scope of this research, such questions are fundamental to raising awareness of the value, and costs, of terminology management in commercial settings. We simply
hope that the current research will trigger further enquiry in these directions.

8.6 Limitations and further research
Termbases in general are not specifically developed to be representative of any particular
well-delineated corpus. Furthermore, ensuring that a corpus supplied by a company is complete may not even be possible, particularly for large companies. Files tend to be distributed
around the company in different locations and file systems, and often fall under the responsibility of different people. For security reasons, some SAS files could not even be provided. Although the omission of these files likely accounts for part of the gap between the
termbase and the corpus, it was acknowledged that this part would not be significant
enough to affect the overall findings, given that the terms in the security-sensitive files
were not routinely included in the termbase. Nevertheless, in all cases, but particularly for
HP, it is likely that the corpora were incomplete, which could explain some cases of
nonextant or infrequent termbase terms.
The large differences in the sizes of our four corpora necessitated that we normalise the
frequency counts. To calculate the normalisation factor, we chose a base of normalisation
close to the size of Minitab's corpus (4 million), since it is in the middle range of the four.
However, this introduced the possibility of over- or under- factorisation for the other three
companies, which could affect the accuracy of the counts. Given the range of corpus sizes,
such a limitation is unavoidable no matter what base of normalisation is chosen.
Since the corpora in our study were not part-of-speech tagged, some of the statistics we
gathered are imprecise. In particular, it is not possible to separate the concordance statistics
for the different word classes presented by homographs, such as attribute (noun or verb)
and constant (noun and adjective). This limitation has been recognised in the literature from
corpus-based lexicography (for example, Prinsloo 2009: 189). In addition, the words in the
corpus were not lemmatised prior to frequency being measured; this adds another degree of
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imprecision to the statistics. Again, this has been recognised in the literature: “lemmatisation makes frequency counts more meaningful” (Landau 2001: 336). On the other hand,
lemmatising individual words would have affected the appearance and subsequent analysis
of MWTs, which would have had a more serious effect on the research given their importance. It should also be pointed out that due the range of file formats, some proprietary, it
would have been very challenging to use a part-of-speech tagger and lemmatiser.
Examining the termbase terms based on a more granular part-of-speech attribution at the
level of the word components of MWTs could reveal additional morphosyntactic patterns to
explain the gap. However, we were not able to do so for the simple reason that it is not
possible to run a part-of-speech tagger on the termbase terms. The termbase terms are
lexical units without the syntactic context that is needed to accomplish part-of-speech
tagging. The only way to mark the part of speech of the word components is manually.
With a total of nearly 17,000 terms to analyse, most of which are MWTs, this would have
involved manually tagging upwards of 100,000 individual words.
Finally, we acknowledge that findings obtained from a study of four IT companies, one of
which was eliminated midway through the research, cannot be generalised across the entire
commercial sector. We therefore view these findings as a springboard for further research
and validation.
Our findings could be validated by studying additional IT companies or companies in other
sectors. Conducting a study with a termbase that was developed from the outset based on a
specific, well-delineated corpus would help to eliminate the risk of statistical inaccuracy
caused by the limitations of our corpus compilation methods. Using a corpus that could be
part-of-speech tagged and lemmatised would reveal more about the morphosyntactic
properties of productive and un-productive terms.
This research demonstrates that further exploration of the methods of LSP lexicography and
corpus linguistics will lead to more effective practises for production-oriented terminography. We hope that it can serve as a catalyst for further debate about a methodological
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framework for terminology management in production environments. We propose that such
a framework would include the following elements:
•

adopting more statistically-based critera for term selection

•

using the organisation's monitor corpus as the primary source of terms

•

using corpus analysis technologies such as concordancers, keyword identifiers, and
collocate relationship calculators

•

adopting a termbase data model that ensures that the terminological resource can be
repurposed in a range of NLP applications

The current research has also stimulated many ideas for further invesigation including:
•

conducting an empirical study to determine the effectiveness of mining multi-word
terms from keyword-based concordances versus addressing the noise and silence of
automatically-extracted term candidates

•

determining the relation between terminological variation and genre in commercial
content

•

describing and measuring the impacts of limitations in technology, such as the
limitations of sub-segment-level matching of TM in CAT tools

•

describing and measuring the impacts of certain adopted practices, such as
importing TM segments into termbases
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APPENDIX A – Words and expressions removed from the
Minitab termbase
The following words and expressions were removed from Minitab's termbase. Most are
general lexicon words and expressions but there are also some code strings and other nonterms.
# (symbol)
% (symbol)
& (symbol)
* (symbol)
+ (symbol)
/ (symbol)
< (symbol)
<= (symbol)
<> (symbol)
> (symbol)
>= (symbol)
?
a
a bit
a level
a lot
a single
ability
able
abnormal
abnormally
about
absolutely
accomplish
accomplished
according to
account for
activate it
active
additional
additional considerations
additionally
adequate
adequately
adjacent
adjoining

examine
example
exceed
excellent
except
exceptional
exceptionally
explain
extent
extra
extremely
fairly
fall
familiar
farther
fast
find
find out
finish
finished
first
fit
fits
fix
fixed
for example
for instance
for that matter
for the most part
for this reason
former
frequently
full
fully
further
generally

observed value
obtain
obvious
occur
often
old
omit
on
on hand
on the other hand
once
one
one time
optionally
or
order
organization
organize
otherwise
out
outward
outwards
over and over
p
participate
particular
particularly
past
perform
performed
period
period of time
permit
permitted
person
place
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adjust
advise
affect
afterward
again and again
agreement
ahead of time
all
allocate
allocation
allow
allow you
allowable
allowed
almost
also
alternately
Alternative
altogether
among
amount
and/or
another
answer
anytime
appear
appropriate
approximately
are
are related
arrange
arrangement
arrival
arrive at
as is
as long as
as well as
assign
assist
assistance
associated with
assumption
at most
at once
at the same time
average
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get
go
good fit
good idea
gray
great
greater
greater than
greatest
greatly
grey
happen
help
hence
here are
Hi
high
higher
highest
highlight
highlighted
highly
i.e.
idea
identification
identified
identify
ie
illustrate
Figure
image
immediately
important considerations
impose
impossible
impression
improper
improve
improve upon
in
in addition
in advance
in control
in general
in many cases
in most cases

plus
poor
precision
predict
preferable
preferably
preparation
prescribed
present
pretty
prevent
previous
primarily
primary
prior
prior to
proceed
process
produce
proper
properly
put
quantity
quickly
quite
quite a
rapid
rapidly
rather
rather than
reasonable
reasonably
recommended
reduce
reflect
regarding
relate
relatively
reliable
remain
remember
represent
represented
respective
respectively
rest

B/W
backward
backwards
badly
basics
be
been
before
beforehand
begin
beginning
benefit
beside
besides
better
between
beyond
big
bigger
biggest
bring
by hand
can
can not
cancel
cannot
carry out
case
case in point
cause
center
centered
chance
change
changing
chapter
check
choose
choose to
clean it up
clean up
common
comparable
comparatively
compare
comparison

in order to
in other words
in place of
in practice
in some cases
in steps of
in that case
in this case
inadequate
include
incorporate
incorrect
increase
indicate
indicated
indicates
indication
individual
information
information about
information on
initial
instead
instead of
insufficient
intact
inside
interfere
invalid
investigate
investigation
is advisable
is generally recommended
is recommended
is strongly recommended
it is advisable to
just
keep
keep in mind
kind
large
larger
largest
last
later
leave

result
result in
resume
rough
roughly
run the risk
safely
sales
search
see
seek
seem
select
selected
seriously
service
set
set up
setting
settings
settle
severely
should
show
similar
simply
simultaneously
since
size
small
so that you
so you
sometimes
specific
specified
specify
spend time
standardize
start
start value
starting
starting value
stay
stop
sudden
sufficient
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complete
completed
completely
complexity
comprised of
concentrate
concept
concern
concurrently
conduct
conducted
confirm
confounded
confounding
consequently
consider
considerable
considerably
considerations
considered
consist of
continue
continue to function
correct
correctly
could
create a chart
create a cluster
create a graph
create a plot
current
current time
custom
customer
customization
customize
customized
decide
decrease
decreasing
delete
designate
designated
desire
determine
determine if
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leave out
left
less than
let
let Minitab
let you
likewise
limit
limitation
limits
little
locate
location
long term
long-term
look at
main
main effect
mainly
maintain
make
make a decision
make certain
make conclusions
make easier
make it active
make sense
make sure
makes sense
manner
many
match
maximize
maximum
may
medium
middle
midpoint
might
minimize
minimum
Minitab
moderate
moderately
modification
modify

sufficiently
suggest
take
take a sample
take action
take advantage
take appropriate action
take corrective action
take effect
take full advantage
take immediate steps
take into account
take into consideration
take on
take part
take place
take steps
take the absolute value
take the average
take the diagonal
take the form
take the function of
take the square root
take time
takes time
tell
test
that is
then
therefore
think of
thought of
thus
time interval
time period
time span
to some extent
topic
totally
try
turn on
turned off
typical
typically
unacceptable
uncommon

determine whether
did not
didn't
difference
discontinue
discover
display
distinct
distinction
distinguish
divide into
do
document
documentation
done
due to
e
each
each week
early
eg
eliminate
emphasize
employ
employees
endure
enough
ensure
entire
entirely
especially
etc
etc.
every
evident

more
most
most of the time
mostly
move
much
n
N/A
near
nearly
neither
never
next
next to
No
normal
not
not acceptable
not applicable
not correct
not enough
not equal to
not possible
not sufficient
not symmetrical
not valid
note
note that
notify
number
objective
observation
observations
observe
observed units

understand
unusual
unusual observation
unusual value
unusually
update
upon
use
user
usual
usually
valid
value
variability
variable
variation
verify
version
versus
very
view
want
way
we
weekly
when
when possible
whenever possible
whether
whole
will
wish
within
wonderful
would
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APPENDIX B – Words and expressions removed from the
Symantec termbase
The following words and expressions were removed from Symantec's termbase. Most
appear to be from the general lexicon but a few are obvious mistakes or non-English words.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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????? (this is a term from a language using a non-ASCII character set)
availability
browse to (the term “browse” was kept)
complete
content
copy
delete
deletion
eindpuntbeveiliging
enter
exclusion
identification
information
item
location
low
manage
management
multiple
Norton
OK
removal
response
safe
select
skip
speed
successfully
support (2 instances)
task
unwanted
verify
αθ?ρυβη λειτουργ?α

APPENDIX C – Data category description for the Minitab
termbase
Concept data categories:
Data category

Type

ID

Autogenerated
value

Instance

Drop-down list

Default Across Server

Template

Drop-down list

Default

Definition

Text field

Source of
Definition

Drop-down list

Other Source of
Definition

Text field

Domain

Drop-down list

computing, general, Minitab, statistics

Sub-Domain

Drop-down list

Minitab: Minitab Statistical Software, Minitab: Qeystone
Software

Sub-Sub-Domain Drop-down list
Image

File upload

Subject

Drop-down list

Note

Text field

Values / Comment

Beginner's Dictionary of American Usage,
Learnersdictionary.com, Minitab Author, Minitab Editor,
Minitab Statistical Glossary, Other, Wikipedia

Minitab Statistical Software: commands, Minitab Statistical
Software: user interface, Qeystone Software: user interface

(many values – Minitab publications)

Term data categories:
Data category

Type

Term

Text field

Language

Drop-down list

Sublanguage

Drop-down list

Released

Check box

Register

Drop-down list

Values / Comment

Bench, Jargon, Qeystone, Minitab, Neutral, Slang,
Technical, Vulgar
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Data category

Type

Values / Comment

Type

Drop-down list

Do Not Translate, Idiom, Minitab Command, Minitab
Dialog Item, Minitab Dialog Title, Minitab Message,
Minitab Other, Minitab Output, Minitab Session Command,
Proprietary, Stock Phrase – General, Stock Phrase –
Minitab, Symbol, Transcription, Transliteration

Form

Drop-down list

Acronym, Full, Short, Surface

Part of Speech

Drop-down list

Adjective, Adverb, Noun, Other Part of Speech, Proper
Noun, Verb

Grammatical
Number

Drop-down list

Dual, Non-Count, Other Number, Plural – Count, Singular
– Count

Grammatical
Gender

Drop-down list

Feminine, Masculine, Neutral, Other Gender

Usage Status

Drop-down list

Allowed, Preferred, Rejected, Constrained

Usage Note

Text field

Related Terms

Text field

Note

Text field

ESL Friendly
Vocabularies

Drop-down list

(Soon to be replaced by the SKOS data categories.)

STE Approved, STE Not Approved, STE Not Included,
Beginner’s Dictionary Included, Beginner’s Dictionary Not
Included

Context Sentence 1 Text field
Source of Context
Sentence 1

Drop-down list

Source of Context

Text field

Minitab Help, Minitab Training, Minitab Chooser (a
publication), Minitab Statistical Glossary

Context Sentence 2 Text field
Source of Context
Sentence 2

Drop-down list

Minitab Help, Minitab Training, Minitab Chooser (which is
a publication), Minitab Statistical Glossary

Gender

Drop-down list

Feminine, Masculine, Neuter, Other Gender

Project

Drop-down list

(many values)

Subject

Drop-down list

(many values)
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APPENDIX D – Software used in the research
The following software tools were used to carry out the research:

•

Wordsmith Tools, version 6.0. (http://www.lexically.net/wordsmith/)

•

UltraEdit Professional Text/HEX Editor, Version 19

•

oXygen XML Editor, version 14

•

TermWeb Professional, Version 3.8.16. (http://www.interverbumtech.com/)
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APPENDIX E – List of abbreviations
CAT – computer-assisted translation

•

CTT – Communicative Theory of Terminology

•

ESP - English for Specific Purposes

•

GTT – General Theory of Terminology

•

LGP – language for general purposes

•

LSP – language for special purposes

•

MWU - multi-word unit

•

MWT - multi-word term

•

NLP – natural language processing

•

SL - source language

•

termbase – terminology database

•

TL - target language

•

TM – translation memory

•

TMS – terminology management system
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•

APPENDIX F – Calculation formulae for the collocate
relationship measures
This appendix provides the calculation formulae for the various collocate relationship
measures discussed in Section 7.6.

1. Log likelihood

Where O

ij = observed frequencies and Eij = expected frequencies

2. Z-score

O11 = observed frequency of collocate
E11 = expected frequency of collocate

3. Specific Mutual Information
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Where p is probability, calculated as the frequency of a word, x, divided by the corpus size
n.

4. Dice coefficient

O11 = observed frequency of collocate
R1 = frequency of first term
C1 = frequency of second term

5. MI3

Where:
O11 = observed frequency of collocate
E11 = expected frequency of collocate
E11 = frequency of 1st term x frequency of 2nd term
sum of bigrams containing either term

6. T-Score

Where,

O11 = observed frequency of collocate
E11 = expected frequency of collocate
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APPENDIX G – Sample legal agreement
The following text is provided only as an example of a legal agreement for using corpora
and terminology for research purposes. Each company providing such data requires its own
customised agreement. The text below is not a legal document.
CONFIRMATION OF NON-DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
1.

DISCLOSURE

1.1
In consideration of your disclosure to me of language data and other information
(whether or not contained in documents) relating to this (in the following named Protected
Material) for the purposes of [my research for my PhD thesis for the City University of
Hong Kong] (Purpose), I will keep the Protected Material confidential. Accordingly, for a
period of [three] years from the date of this letter, I shall not, without your prior written
consent, either:
(a) communicate or otherwise make available the Protected Material to any third party; or
(b) use the Protected Material for any purpose other than the Purpose.
1.2
I may disclose the Protected Material to the minimum extent required by:
(a) any order of any court of competent jurisdiction or any competent judicial,
governmental or regulatory body; or
(b) the rules of any listing authority or stock exchange on which our shares are listed or
traded; or
(c) the laws or regulations of any country with jurisdiction over our affairs (provided, in the
case of a disclosure under the [name of appropriate freedom of information act], none of the
exemptions to that Act applies to the Protected Material disclosed).
2.

LIMITATIONS ON OBLIGATIONS

The obligations set out in paragraph 1 shall not apply, or shall cease to apply, to such of the
Protected Material as I can show to your reasonable satisfaction:
2.1
has become public knowledge other than through disclosure by me in breach of this
agreement; or
2.2

was already known to me prior to disclosure by you; or

2.3
has been received by me from a third party who did not to my knowledge acquire it
in confidence from you or from someone owing a duty of confidence to you.
3.

RETURN OF THE PROTECTED MATERIAL

We shall, whenever you so request, return to you all documents and other records of the
Protected Material or any of it in any form and whether or not such document or other
record was itself provided by you.
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4.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION

This letter and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with the law of [named jurisdiction]. The parties irrevocably agree
that the courts of [named juristiction] shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute
or claim that arises out of or in connection with this letter or its subject matter or formation
(including non-contractual disputes or claims).
Yours faithfully,
................................................................
[signature of researcher]
We hereby acknowledge receipt and accept the contents of this letter
Signed .....................................................
For and on behalf of [name of participating company]
Date ........................................................
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